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ABSTRACT 
/[& I./;’ 
Multistation random a c c e s s  satell i te 
communication techniques and the present  status 
of communication satell i tes a r e  discus sed  as back- 
ground. 
examine the routing aspects of a random access  sys -  
tem, the economic aspects  of ea r th  stations,  and the 
economic break-even relations between satell i te and 
surface communication. The economic constraints 
on random access  stationary satell i te communication 
differ f r o m  those on surface sys tems in ways which 
may mean that such a communication method will best  
meet  the needs of a r e a s  having low surface communi- 
cation densit ies.  This form of satell i te communication 
a l so  should lead to s impler  and more  d i rec t  routing be- 
tween distant subscr ibers  than has been the pract ice  
with multichannel surface communication techniques. 
The subsequent portions of the report  
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PART I 
PRINCIPLES OF MULTIPLE ACCESS SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 
A. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper i s  to a id  in  clarifying over-al l  
aspects  of multiple access  satell i te communication and thereby p ro -  
mote understanding of how it  may best be used in conjunction with 
surface systems to meet  global needs. 
It will  be seen that with high or even medium altitude satel- 
lites a multiple access system permits  direct  and flexible intercon- 
nection of large or  small capacity ear th  stations,  much as i f  the 
satell i te were  a switching center.  Consequently, the availability of 
such sys tems may modify presently planned prac t ices  of routing 
intercontinental c i rcu i t s  over trunks between traffic switching cen te r s  
of national, regional,  and continental levels.  The extent to  which 
satell i te communication will  modify such routing prac t ices  will  depend, 
of course ,  on the type of satellite system and on its economic aspects  
relative to  surface communication. Concerning the economic aspects ,  
cos t s  may remain  uncertain until systems a r e  operating. However, a 
few important economic principles a re  c l ea r  and can be used with 
whatever cost  es t imates  the reader  prefers .  The numerical  examples 
in the subsequent pa r t s  of this  paper a r e  intended only to  be i l lustrat ive 
of the methods, using cos t  data which are at least within the bounds of 
reason.  
Part I of this  paper explains the over-al l  principles of multiple 
access  satell i te systems. It can be seen that such sys tems a r e  com-  
patible with surface communication pract ices  such as the use of auto- 
matic switching and signaling systems. Such sys tems have been 
studied and partially designed, and several  systems do not appear to  
have problems which a r e  necessarily beyond the state of the art. In 
Part 11 concepts of the important boundaries of an ea r th  station and 
the i r  re la t ion to traffic routing a r e  developed. The outer boundaries 
are those containing all ea r th  stations which can be reached (a) as 
m e m b e r s  of a single one-hop system, or  
than one such system. These outer boundaries can be located geo- 
metr ical ly .  
even between surface and satellite communication, the la t ter  being 
preferab le  beyond this  transit ional boundary. A station's innermost  
boundary i s  that containing its subscribers.  This section a l so  d i s -  
c u s s e s  global routing via one-hop and multihop satell i te c i rcu i t s  and 
the use  of surface tails. 
(b) by participation in more  
The next smal le r  boundary is that of t ransi t ion or  break-  
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The final two par t s  deal with the economic principles of satel-  
l i te and surface communication in relation to determining a station's 
two inner boundaries. F r o m  a purely economic viewpoint, subscr ibers  
should be within an  a r e &  such that the average p e r  c i rcui t  cost  for  ea r th  
station use plus that for  subscr iber  to ear th  station communication is 
a minimum. Pract ical ly ,  this a r e a  will be modified by such considera- 
tions as  geography and national policy; these will help formulate a deci- 
sion whether to use a regional station in another nation, whether there  
should be a national station, o r  whether a la rge  and highly developed 
nation should have severa l  stations. 
The transit ion boundary depends economically on the volume- 
distance break-even between surface and satell i te communication; this 
i s  developed in Part IV. Pract ical ly ,  this transit ional boundary may 
a l so  be modified by considerations of geography, policy, e t c . ,  o r  by 
the impracticability of surface communication other  than by high f r e -  
quency radio. 
B. Multiple Access Concept 
One simple proposed use  of ar t i f ic ia l  ea r th  satel l i tes  has been 
that of providing two-way communication between only a pa i r  of ea r th  
stations. 
cable between these terminals  and would be used in much the s a m e  way 
a s  a cable link in establishing intercontinental c i rcui ts .  Obviously, such 
a pa i r  of stations should have enough traffic to utilize the channel capa- 
city of the satel l i te ' s  repeater ,  perhaps 600  channels. 
might be within view of many ear th  stations simultaneously, but might 
only be used by two stations ( a t  any one t ime) .  
Such a satell i te link would be equivalent to a high capacity 
Such a satell i te 
Multiple access  r e fe r s  to the use  of the s a m e  satell i te by 
three  or  more  sations a t  one t ime to permi t  each station to communi- 
cate simultaneously with any o r  all of the others .  Topologically, the 
satell i te is a nodal o r  interconnection point fo r  the c i rcu i t s  of all s t a -  
tions which use the satel l i te  simultaneously. Up to this t ime, there  
have been no such nodal points for  intercontinental  communication, 
such a s  a c r o s s  the Atlantic Basin, l a rge ly  because the cost  of sur face  
communication increases  with distance. One can  conconceive of 
::c 
' A  nonstationary satell i te might be used by different p a i r s  o r  groups 
of stations a t  different t imes (not simultaneously) while over different  
par t s  of the ear th .  In establishing the concept of multiple access  i t  is 
simplest  to consider a s ta t ionary satel l i te  (one having a synchronous 
circular equatorial  orbit) ,  because i t  always can be used by the s a m e  
group of stations,  Of course,  nonstationary satel l i tes  can a l so  provide 
multiple access ,  a s  discussed in P a r t  11. 
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a multiple access  system using its satellite much a s  if  it were a switch- 
ing center or a "telephone exchange in orbit. " However, communica- 
tion satell i tes should be kept simple to be reliable,  so any circui t  
switching should be done by the ear th  stations. The study of methods 
for making and controlling these interconnections between the ea r th  
stations,  while using simple satellite repea ters ,  has  formed an im- 
portant pa r t  of the study of multiple access  systems and is discussed 
la te r  . 
C. Distinction Between As signed Channel and Random Multiple 
Access  
As an introductory analogy, we consider a manual telephone 
switchboard (the satell i te)  serving a number of PBX switchboard sta- 
tions (ear th  stations) of institutions o r  large business f i rms .  
cen t ra l  switchboard's operator can connect any circui t  f rom any 
station to a circui t  f rom any other station, more  o r  l e s s  a t  random. 
The same circui t  may be connected to one station and la ter  to  any 
other,  
cer ta in  night-line connections between stations. 
manently assigned interconnections until switchboard service is 
resumed in the morning. Users  of this system would have random 
access  to all other telephones during the day, but have access  only 
via the assigned circui ts  at night. Of course,  there could be a com- 
bination of both types of service,  with cer ta in  important ( leased)  
c i rcu i t s  being le f t  connected at certain hours  o r  throughout the day. 
The 
Before the central  operator leaves at night she may plug in 
These become pe'r- 
In a random multiple access  satellite system, each station 
has  a presumably adequate number of c i rcu i t s  (sending and receiving 
channels) to the satell i te,  but their  frequencies (or time s lo ts )  may 
be changeable. 
cate with some other station for as long a s  necessary,  then use the 
same o r  a different c i rcui t  to  communicate with a different station. 
In an assigned channel system, each station would always (or during 
prear ranged  periods) have each circuit  cmnected  to a specific other 
station. One sees  that the assigned channel fo rm of multiple access  
can be simplest ,  and hence leas t  expensive, when fully used. How- 
ever ,  it lacks flexibility and tends to l imit  the system to a few relatively 
large stations having a predictable traffic distribution. 
these limitations, perhaps to the point of absurdity, consider a system 
of 50 stations. Each would need at least  49 circui ts  for any communi- 
cation with each of the other stations. 
stations their  total would be 1/2 (49 x 50) = 1225, requiring 2450 
one-way channels through the satellite. 
other 49 stations might be used infrequently, possibly once a week on 
A station may use any one of its c i rcu i t s  to communi- 
To i l lustrate  
With only one circui t  between 
The circui ts  to many of the 
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an average, whereas  at t imes  a dozen circui ts  to  a part icular  station 
might be needed. Most of these 50 stations would need no more  than 
24 circuits at any one t ime,  provided that each c i rcu i t  could be used,  
a t  random o r  whenever desired,  with any of the other stations. The 
satellite repeater  would c a r r y  the collective traffic f rom all these 
stations,. thus making good use of its large circui t  capacity. 
Multiple access  systems of the future may provide both random 
and assigned channel service,  possibly through separate  repea ters  i n  
the satellite. 
heavy "base" traffic between cer ta in  pa i r s  of l a rge r  stations,  while 
the random access  service would be more  useful to the sma l l e r  s ta -  
tions and for  the temporary traffic peaks between the l a rge r  stations.  
The assigned channel service might be used for  the 
Except as mentioned, fur ther  discussion will  be directed toward 
the more  general  case  of random access  systems.  
sys tems may be disposed of as a special  ca se ,  as  being equivalent to  a 
"frozen" random access  sys tem whcse inte rstation c i rcu i t  conh-,ections 
re  main unchanged. 
Assigned channel 
D. Multiplexing and Modulation for  Multiple Access  
The following discussion will  show that multiple a c c e s s  can  be 
achieved by many methods,  using relatively simple satell i te repea ters .  
Moreover, these a r e  s imi la r i t i es  i n  principle which can  be t ranslated 
f rom discussions of one method to  another.  F o r  example,  the t ime 
slots of a time division multiplexed (TDM) sys tem a r e  closely analogous 
to the frequency channels of a frequency division multiplexed (FDM] 
system. 
The principal requirements  for  a random a c c e s s  satell i te 
sys tem are  simple. They include the following: 
1. The satell i te repeate r ( s )  mus t  be highly reliable 
and relatively light. Hence it should be simple,  at 
least  for  the present.  
low power and have no c r i t i ca l  requirements  on 
input noise, l inearity,  selectivity,  etc.  Signal 
"processing, I t  such as switching o r  rear rangement  
of channels, and difficult modulation changes, such 
as analog/digital, should be avoided. 








Each ea r th  station must t ransmit  its channels to the 
satell i te 's  receiver  with all such t ransmiss ions  com- 
bining suitably for re t ransmission f r o m  the satellite. 
Each ear th  station receives the satel l i te ' s  signal 
containing all the channels, but it se lec ts  ( separa tes )  
and uses  only those channels directed o r  addressed 
to it. 
A random access  system must  have means (on ea r th )  
to "call" the stations and must have channels allo- 
cated between stations when needed. It must a l so  
be able to  re lease these channels when they a r e  no 
longer needed, and sufficient supervisory control 
must be provided to maintain the sys tem's  effectiveness. 
The system must  be compatible with present  and pro-  
EabE future surface communication practice s; f,er 
example, in  relation to t ransmiss ion  standards,  
adaptability to direct  distance dialing, etc. 
The system must  provide adequately for ear th  stations 
requiring widely differing numbers of channels. In 
doing this,  it should not impose distinctions between 
large (heavy traffic) and small (light traffic) stations, 
nor impose cost  ba r r i e r s  to smal l  stations becoming 
large.  
The system must  be economic. 
be the one which meets the requirements  with the 
leas t  cost  per  circuit. 
The best  system will 
The fifth requirement above mer i t s  discussion in relation to  
the economic requirement (item 6) because it can bear  heavily on the 
selection of multiplexing and modulation methods. Specifically, it 
will  be seen that both requirements  strongly favor the use of a sta- 
t ionary satellite. 
use  l e s s  expensive fixed reflector antennas of large aperture  and high 
gain. Additionally, the use  of a stationary satell i te minimizes Doppler 
and delay difference problems, thus reducing the influence of these 
problems upon the selection of modulation and multiplexing methods. 
With such a satellite, even the smallest  stations can 
With present  experimental  ear th  stations which must use any 
satel l i te ,  the cos t  of the fully steerable antenna and its associated 
tracking and control equipment accounts for about half of the station 
cost .  Even for single antenna installations for intermittent experi-  
menta l  use ,  antenna systems with 20 to  30 m aper tures  have cost  
s eve ra l  million dollars.  Hence, most proposed satellite communi- 
cation sys tems have assumed that light traffic stations would use 
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10-m antennas in o rde r  to reduce their  cost .  
smal le r  antennas imposes a corresponding burden on the satell i te,  and 
a s  a result i t  is able to  serve  fewer smal l  station channels p e r  repea ter  
at a correspondingly g rea t e r  cos t  per  channel. In addition, this special  
service to small-antenna stations c rea t e s  a distinction, complicates 
communication between small and large stations, and r a i s e s  a cost  
b a r r i e r  to station growth. 
The lower gain of these 
Large fixed-reflector antennas should cos t  l e s s  than a tenth 
as much a s  a corresponding fully-steerable installation, a s  is  shown 
l a t e r  in this report. 
good, though inexpensive, but fixed- ref lector  antennas require  that 
the satellite be adequately stationary. 
eliminates hand-over complications and cos ts  (as discussed la te r ) ,  
minimizes Doppler frequency shifts, facil i tates the use of t ime divi- 
sion multiplexing, and otherwise influences the comparison of modu- 
lation and multiplexing methods. On the other hand, the stationary 
satellite's relatively grea t  propagation delay requi res  the use  of good 
echo suppressors .  
developed recently and a r e  being tes ted by var ious laboratories.  
With such an antenna, the s m a l l  station can be 
The use of such a satell i te 
Several  improved echo suppressors  have been 
Accepting the premise  that an adequately stationary satell i te 
is essential  to fullest  development of random access  sys tems because 
it allows sma l l e r  stations to  use high-gain, low-cost fixed antennas, 
permi ts  one to weigh the relative m e r i t s  of var ious possible multi-  
plexing and modulation methods without overemphasizing the prob- 
lems  which a r e  related to the satel l i te ' s  motion relative to  the ear th .  
Specifically, it is not necessary  to d iscard  the use of SSB-FDM o r  
PCM-TDM (pulse code modulation-time division. multiplexing) tech- 
niques on the grounds of the difficulty introduced by the satel l i te ' s  
motion. 
Although there  a r e  many possible combinations of multiplexing 
and modulation methods, mos t  can  be d iscarded  for  failure to meet  
all of the above requirements.  F o r  example,  a sys t em would require 
too complex a satell i te to  receive multichannel FM t ransmiss ions  
f rom all ear th  stations at different f requencies ,  separate  these chan- 
nels,  and re t ransmi t  them with the use of PCM-TDM techniques. On 
the other hand, cer ta in  modulation techniques such as F M  and PCM, 
have been incorporated in  proposed sys tems because of their  ability 
t o  maintain a given signal-to-noise ra t io  with l e s s  signal pDwer in 
exchange for  g rea t e r  than minimum signal bandwidth. 
nique s appear attractive today because the spec t rum now available 
f o r  satellite communication has  not yet  become congested, and because 
today's satellite t r ansmi t t e r s  radiate 5 W o r  less .  Time may change 




Modulation methods for  use in satell i te communication have been 
compared, pr imar i ly  on a relative power bas i s ,  and have often empha- 
sized use of the same modulation to and f rom the satell i te,  without 
adequately weighing a l l  the multiple access  requirements.  Such compar i -  
quire  prohibitive powers and require amplif iers  with unattainable linearity. 
As far as is known, no ser ious proposal has  yet been made to use FDM- 
SSB f rom satell i te to  ea r th  within the foreseeable future. 
band modulation is  most  attractive for  use f rom ea r th  to  satell i te,  so 
that the channels f rom all stations a r r i v e  a t  the satell i te properly multi-  
plexed in frequency, as  i f  coming f rom a single station. 
signal is converted by simple circui ts  in the satell i te repea ter  to a 
wide -deviation, phase -modulated signal at the proper  frequency fo r  
re t ransmission.  Thus, relatively low power is required for  the satell i te 
to ear th  link. 
and can be controlled considerably by use of compandors, high efficiency 
amplif iers ,  and other  techniques. Ea r th  stations all receive and detect 
the satel l i te ' s  phase -modulated signal, but select  only those channels 
de s i red.  
favor FM and PCM and suggest that SSB modulation would r e -  
Single s ide-  
The composite 
At the ea r th  stations, the t ransmi t te r  power is  leps  c r i t i ca l  
Severa l  a l l -FM sys tems have been proposed. These  requi re  the 
ea r th  stations to t ransmi t  separate c a r r i e r  frequencies,  since perfect 
synchronization of the i r  c a r r i e r s  would s e e m  impossible-. In one s y s -  
tem,  all these signals a r e  amplified and retransmit ted by the satell i te 
at the i r  s ame  relative frequencies. Each ear th  station receives ,  sep-  
a r a t e s ,  and detects  all these frequencies (except possibly that f rom its 
own t ransmi t te r ) ,  and then selects the des i red  channels f r o m  each sig- 
nal. With this sys tem the satellite can  be relatively simple,  but the 
e a r t h  rece ivers  become more  complex. On the other  hand, the high- 
power ea r th  t r ansmi t t e r s  need not be as  l inear  as required with SSB. 
The channel capacity of the satellite repea ter  is grea tes t  when i t  c a r r i e s  
a single FDM-FM signal and decreases  when carrying severa l  signals,  
because the i r  resultant amplitude is highly variable,  whereas  the am- 
plitude of a single F M  o r  PM signal is essentially constant, Despite 
this  capacity reduction, the basic simplicity and present  acceptance of 
this  mult i -FM approach makes i t  at tractive for  an  initial low-capacity 
multiple a c c e s s  system. 
A similar comment applies to amplifying seve ra l  PCM o r  other  
digital  signals a t  severa l  different frequencies.  Except with amplitude 
(on-off) coding, a TDM-PCM signal has  constant amplitude and can use 
the maximum power capability of the repeater .  The sum of seve ra l  
such signals at different frequencies has a highly var iable  amplitude 
and hence lower average power, with the resul t  that fewer channels can  
be used. 
Since e i ther  of these two methods l imits  the satell i te repea ter  
to fewer  channels f rom a multiple a c c e s s  sys tem of small stations 
than f rom a pa i r  of large stations, the small stations might have a 
correspondingly higher cost  p e r  channel for  the i r  use of the satell i te.  
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Another a l l -FM system1-2 proposes that each station's signal 
This proposal 
be detected at the satell i te and that its channels be recombined a t  
base band for FM re t ransmiss ion  on a single c a r r i e r ,  
would l imit  flexibility and require  undesirable complexity in the 
satell i te.  
Proposals  to  use  TDM usually involve the use  of digital modu- 
lation such a s  PCM o r  Delta modulation. Very narrow pulses a r e  
requi red  to obtain many channels and i t  i s  seldom that m o r e  than 240 
channels per repea ter  a r e  proposed. The difficulties of synchroniza- 
tion, Doppler correct ion,  etc. , a r e  obvious but not insurmountable. 
However , greater  difficulties generally lead to grea te r  costs .  One 
notes that digital TDM c a r r i e r  and microwave relay sys tems have 
faced difficult competition, despite their  multirepeater advantages 
for long surface circui ts .  Perhaps  a worse  objection i s  the growth 
constraint  imposed by t ime division's closed cycle of commutation. 
All voice channels must  be sampled, and these samples  digitized, 
e. g. , 8000 t imes/sec.  Time division multiplexing of N such 
channels provides a t ime slot of not more  than 1/8N m s e c  in which 
to  t ransmi t  the digits for each channel sample.  Increasing the 
number of channels in  a sampling cycle shortens all their  t ime slots 
and requires  the use of correspondingly shor te r  pulses  for all chan- 
nels. 
New channels can be added above the existing ones. 
With FDM, however, the base-band s p e c t r u m i s  openynded.  
An alternative i s  FDM-PCM, in which each  digital voice 
channel is  separated in frequency f r o m  all o the r s ,  much the same 
as with FDM-SSB. The bandwidth of each PCM channel would be 
in excess  of 50 kc,  and guard bands would a l so  be needed. 
A major  objection to  PCM is that i t s  t rade  of bandwidth fo r  
signal-to-noise improvement (power reduction) is  essentially i r -  
revers ib le  , unlike frequency modulation. With FM,  channel capac-  
ity can  be increased within a given rf bandwidth by decreasing the 
frequency deviation and then increasing the power to  maintain the 
requi red  signal-to-noise ratio.  With PCM, quantization noise depends 
on the number of digits (pulse positions) pe r  sample and cannot be de- 
c reased  by increasing .the power. 
Another c l a s s  of sys tem proposals  employ the newer common 
spec t rum modulation and multiplexing techniques,  i n  which each  
channel 's  signal is coded so as to spread  i t s  bandwidth to  that of the 
ent i re  satellite channel, and to impar t  distinguishable cha rac t e r i s t i c s  
relative to the other signals whose band it sha res .  Thus,  all signal 
channels are superimposed, both in t ime and frequency, and mus t  be 
separated at the ear th  rece iver  by cor re la t ion  techniques o r  matched 
f i l t e r s ,  each uniquely responsive to the distinguishing cha rac t e r i s t i c s  
of the desired channel 's  signal. These techniques a r e  foreign to pre-  
sent common c a r r i e r  prac t ices .  Considerabie t ime and experience may 
be required for such sys t ems  to achieve acceptance,  and to  determine 
their  operational advantages and l imitations relative to  sys t ems  which 
use the more famil iar  FDM o r  TDM techniques. 
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In summary,  one sees  that there  a r e  many methods for  achieving 
multiple access  and it i s  only a question of arr iving at the "best" method. 
A point worth noting is that the attr ibutes o r  c r i t e r i a  of this best  method 
may change with t ime, i f  only because of the obvious start ing and growth 
problems of random access  systems. 
one which requi res  leas t  development and can accommodate the first 
few stations, even though such a n  init ial  sys tem falls a bit  shor t  of 
satisfying all the ult imate objectives. Such an init ial  sys tem should, 
however, be able to change and grow to the ult imately bes t  high-capacity 
random acce s s  sys tem with a minimum of obsolescence. 
with such an init ial  sys tem should demonstrate  the usefulness of random 
access  and crea te  the demand which is needed to  justify bet ter ,  higher 
capacity, lower cos t  systems.  
The best  method at first may be 
Expe rience 
Insofar as mos t  of this study is concerned, it is  relatively im- 
mate rial which multiplexing and modulation methods eventually a r e  
prefer red .  However, i f  only for  reasons of conceptual simplicity,  it 
wil l  be assumed in  subsequent sections that FDM-SSB is used f r o m  all 
. e a r t h  stations to the satell i te at which the frequency multiplex of all 
these signals is  phase modulated for re t ransmiss ion  to  ea r th ,  This 
assumption need not be restrictive because,  in mos t  aspec ts  of calling, 
channel allocation, e t c . ,  there  will be well-known analogies between 
FDM and TDM, such as between frequency slots and t ime slots. 
E. Callinn. Channeling. and SuDervisorv Aspects of Random 
Multiple Acce ss 
Consider a sma l l  ea r th  station having equipment for only 12 
c i rcu i t s  (12 transmitt ing and 1 2  receiving channels) and participating 
with other stations of all s izes  in random multiple access  use  of a 
600 c i rcu i t  (1200 one-way channel) satell i te repeater .  Such a station 
probably could not afford to use  conventional multiplexing by channel 
groups,  super  groups and mas te r  groups,  a t  least  not unless  it were  
r e s t r i c t ed  to  some specific channel group for  transmitt ing and a different 
group for  receiving. 
the station would not have random multiple access .  
the use of any 12 of the 1200 channels fo r  t ransmit t ing,  o r  any other 12 
f o r  receiving, otherwise,  it never could communicate with all of the 
other  stations. 
ass igned channels for  e i ther  receiving o r  transmitt ing because when 
idle they could not be used by other stations. 
However, with these channels permanently assigned, 
The station needs 
The station preferably should not have permanently 
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An incrementally tuned heterodyne frequency t rans la tor  permi ts  
the selection of any receiving channel or the generation of any t r ans -  
mitting channel. 
them certainly would be much l e s s  expensive than conventional modem 
multiplexing equipment for all 1200 channels. 
Such t rans la tors  a r e  relatively expensive, but 12 of 
If each station's receiving channels were  permanently assigned, 
only these channels would need to be selected and demodulated. Each 
station then could afford to  use automatic cal l  detection equipment on 
i t s  idle receiving channels. However, if the receiving channels were  
not thus assigned among the stations but were  used a t  random, a small 
station would need to  demultiplex all 1200 channels and use  1200 auto- 
matic ca l l  detectors on them, even though it never used m o r e  than 12 
channels at a time. 
This ca l l  detection problem has  led sys tem designers  t o  con- 
s ider  "out of band" signaling systems.  
par ty  line signaling and service circui t  to  all stations. To  see  how 
this might be used (and why it would be troublesome!), a s sume  that 
station H has  a party wishing a circui t  to station K. The operator  
at H determines that channel 293 is idle a t  the moment so she in- 
f o r m s  K's  operator  to  select  channel 293 for  receiving. Operator 
K informs H that he wil l  use another idle channel, 376, for  the 
r e t u r n  circuit. Both would then re lease  these channels when the i r  
par t ies  finished. 
satell i te (about 270 msec  up and back) introduces a potentially ser ious  
problem. 
inter station circui t ,  these c i rcu i t s  s t i l l  would soun.d idle even though 
someone else had s tar ted using them during the previous 1/4 sec.  
Interference f r o m  near  simultaneous use  of this  inter  station c i rcu i t  
would be intolerably frequent, even though the inter  station communi- 
cation were  automatic and used brief digital t ransmiss ions .  
The s implest  of these is a 
The relatively long propagation delay via a stationary 
In determining an idle c i rcui t ,  o r  even the availability of the 
This delay self-jamming and related problems have led sys tem 
designers  to incorporate some f o r m  of Channeling and Supervisory 
Center (CASC) to  allocate channels upon request ,  r eco rd  the i r  use 
f o r  accounting purposes,  monitor the channel f requencies  and t r a n s -  
mission levels,  etc. Each station would have its individual channel 
to  the CASC, f r o m  which there  would be a broadcast  channel back to 
all stations. With coded digital signaling, the station channels could 
be ei ther  TDM time slots,  o r  nar row ( te lepr inter)  frequency channels 
so  their  total bandwidth would be  small. The CASC broadcast  rep l ies  
would be at a suitably high bit ra te ,  occupying the equivalent of a voice 
channel. 
detail  t o  assure  that they can  be compatible with worldwide automatic 
signaling and switching systems.  
Such sys tems already have been worked oat i n  sufficient 
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F. Small  and Large Stations, Satellite Use, and Multiple Access  
Certain aspects  of the possible distinction between smal l  and 
large stations,  on a n  antenna size and cost  bas i s ,  were  discussed 
briefly in  relation to requirements which influence the choice of 
modulation and multiplexing methods for a random access  system. 
The remaining division of opinion, or even misunderstanding, about 
sma l l  stations and their  role in the future of satell i te communication 
needs to  be recognized and eliminated before it leads to  unfortunate 
decisions which could r e t a rd  the growth and utility of this new f o r m  
of communication. 
The c rux  of this difficulty seems  to lie in the prevalent belief 
that  the smaller  stations must necessar i ly  be poorer stations,  where-  
as only the large stations can afford to be good enough to  make effi- 
cient use of a satellite repea ter .  
i f  all ea r th  stations were  charged for use of the satellite at the same 
ra te  per  satell i te c i rcui t ,  there  would be no incentive for a station 
to  improve and make more efficient use of the satellite a s  the station 
grows t o  the point where i t  can afford a bigger and better antenna and 
other more  expensive equipment. This argument suggests that the 
satell i te operator is selling repcater  power and bandwidth r a the r  than 
repea ter  channels. On this basis,  i f  two stations contract  for the 
use of some fraction of a satellite repea ter ,  they should be able to 
use their  fraction for  one channel, with inexpensive poor stations,  
or for  a hundred channels if they a re  able to afford good stations. 
This la i ssez  fa i re ,  o r  "buy a fraction for use as you please" philosophy 
of satell i te use-cost  allocation would seem logical in a s t r ic t ly  paired 
station (two-terminal)  system. However, a muitiple access  sys tem 
cannot operate on this la i ssez  faire basis; a considerable degree of 
coordination and conformance to  standards is required i f  each station 
is  to be able t o  communicate with all other individual stations in  the 
sy st em, 
Proponents of this view reason that 
Ideally, all stations should be able to t ransmi t  equal signals 
to the satell i te,  use the satell i te with equal efficiency, and receive 
any channels f rom the satell i te with satisfactory quality. If one 
thinks only in  t e r m s  of fully steerable antennas, this ideal  h a s  
seemed to require  that a l l  stations use antennas and other equipment 
as inexpensive as the smallest  stations could afford. 
that all stations used relatively small (lower gain) antennas and r e l a -  
tively noisy rece ivers ,  all stations would make relatively inefficient 
u se  of the satell i te repeater .  It is  argued, however, that the large 
s ta t ion which can afford l a rge r  antennas and bet ter  rece ivers  could 
and should make bet ter  use of the satell i te and therefore should pay 
l e s s  per  satell i te channel used. 
If this meant 
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Recognition of these problems has  led to  proposals  for dual 
s tandard systems. In such sys tems the large stations would conform 
to high standards and use the satell i te efficiently in communicating 
among themselves, while smal l  stations would be granted lower 
s tandards and make l e s s  efficient use of the satell i te in o rde r  to  
lower their equipment costs .  To  avoid segregation, la rge  stations 
would add equipment with which to communicate with the smal l  
stations according to  the smal l  station standards.1-2 
These dual s tandard systems require  distinguishing between 
the two c lasses  of stations. Should a medium size station consider 
itself small, or should i t  make the considerably g rea t e r  investment 
necessa ry  to cal l  itself a la rge  station? And what about the smal l  
station which needs to grow, but can ' t  make the additional large 
station investment? A t r iple  standard sys tem would s e e m  only to  
make these problems worse.  It i s  c l ea r  that a t  l eas t  the random 
access  portion of the sys tem should be a single s tandard sys tem 
based on the choices which permi t  small  stations to be both good 
and inexpensive. 
in the random access  sys tem use the satell i te with equal  efficiency, 
then each station should obtain satellite service a t  the same  cost  
p e r  channel minute. 
If such choices can  be made so that all stations 
G. Whv Steerable Antenna Svstems A r e  ExDensive 
A good ear th  station presumably requi res  a la rge ,  high-gain 
antenna, and these have not been an inexpensive i tem. The cos t  of 
the fully steerable antenna sys tem has  accounted for roughly half 
the cost  of the experimental  stations which have already been installed 
or  a r e  in  the planning s tage,  even though such stations need only one 
antenna. Large antenna installations with ape r tu re s  of 20 m o r  more  
have cos t  $2, 000,  000 and often considerably more .  
antenna installations have cost  around $500,  000. 
Small  10-m 
The cost of parabolic re f lec tors  for  s teerab le  antennas in-  
c r e a s e s  rapidly with an increase  in  i t s  aper ture  a t  a given operating 
frequency. The reflector must  be light, and yet strong and stiff  
enough t o  maintain i t s  parabolic contour within close to le rances  
despite such conditions a s  wind loads,  changes in the relative d i r ec -  
tion of the gravitational vector ,  and changing the rma l  s t r e s s e s .  The 
state of the a r t  r m s  surface tolerance for such r e f l ec to r s  is not much 
better than one ten-thousandth of the ape r tu re  d i ame te r ,  o r  2 mm for  
a 20 m reflector. Attempting to improve this  tolerance inc reases  the 
cost  rapidly. A re f lec tor ' s  gain inc reases  with frequency and a p e r -  
t u re  only a s  long as these tolerance depar tures  f r o m  parabolic con- 
tour remain  negligible compared with the wavelength. This  s ta te  of 
the a r t  surface tolerance has  imposed a "gain b a r r i e r "  on s teerable  
antennas at about 60  dB, i r respec t ive  of frequency and aper ture .  
at  6 Gc/sec,  a n  80-m reflector would provide no m o r e  gain than a 
2 0 - m  reflector and probably less .  
Thus,  
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The reflector accounts for  only a pa r t  of the cost  of a s t ee r -  
able antenna installation. This relatively heavy reflector must be 
supported by an  expensive pedestal o r  c i rcular  t r ack  and car r iage  
that i s  capable of rotating and elevating the antenna accurately.  
This steering requi res  a servo  system of considerable power and 
accuracy. A control system and operator 's  console a r e  required 
and possibly a computer to convert ephemer is  data  to azimuth and 
elevation functions of time. Since computed tracking data may not 
be sufficient, satellite signal tracking facil i t ies a r e  a l so  provided, 
a t  additional cost .  
To make ma t t e r s  worse,  operational ea r th  stations should 
provide uninterrupted service,  and this will requi re  more than one 
such antenna installation. If using nonsynchronous satell i tes , it 
is necessary  to  acquire and s t a r t  tracking and using a new (r is ing)  
satell i te before the one previously used disappears  ( se t s ) ,  This 
periodic hand-over t o  a new satellite probably requi res  a second 
t ransmi t te r  and rece iver ,  in  addition to a second antenna system; 
this i s  explained in P a r t  11. In addition,since these steerable an- 
tenna systems a r e  complex and require considerable maintenance, 
there  should be a third such system for use  a s  a spare .  
H. Potential Economv of Fixed Reflector Antennas 
I With a truly stationary satellite, the need for multiple 
antennas and satellite tracking capability vanishes. Only a single 
fixed reflector is needed and it can be of inexpensive rigid con- 
struction. Specifically, i t  can be a metall ized concrete s t ructure ,  
se t  i n  the side of a hill o r  otherwise ear th  supported. Detailed de- 
sign studies of such ref lectors  have shown that for a 26-m (85-ft) 
equivalent aper ture ,  the cost  should be l e s s  than $100, 000, or 
300, 000 gold francs.'' Figure 1-1 shows a sand-table model of such 
a n  antenna. Being a relatively rigid s t ructure ,  it would be possible 
to  achieve and maintain the desired 2 m m  surface tolerance more 
easi ly  than with the present  all-metal  and somewhat flexible s t ee r -  
able antennas. 
Certain other ear th  station cos ts  s eem to  be related to the 
cost  of its antenna system. 
an expensive s teerable  antenna system to use a large and expensive 
s i te ,  with correspondingly expensive buildings, access  roads,  etc. 
The use of an inexpensive fixed antenna tends to focus attention 
toward reduction of these other costs. 
F o r  example, it s eems  appropriate with 
'c 




Fig.  I- 1. Model of ear th-supported reinforced concrete  fixed- 
ref lector  antenna, providing high gain at  relatively 
low cost.  
Why has  there  seemed to be so  little in te res t  in  low-cost 
antennas of this type? 
standably, by skepticism as to the station-keeping ability of stationary 
satell i tes,  an ability which has  not yet been demonstrated. 
an 85-ft antenna should have a 3 dB beamwidth of 0.13O and a 1 dB beam- 
width of 0. 077O. Thus, i f  there  is to be no adjustment of the antenna 
beam direction, the satell i te should be heTd within, for example, 0. 03O 
of the orbi t  station a t  which the antennas a r e  directed.  However, the 
beam center  of such an antenna can be moved relative to the ref lector  
axis by shifting the antenna feed. 
length to  ref lector  aper ture ,  the beam can be shifted somewhat more  
than 0. lo  in  any direction without significant l o s s  of gain. Additionally, 
this feed point steerabili ty of the beam can be increased considerably 
(at slight increase  in  cos t )  by increasing the focal length and thus using 
a more  nearly spherical  ref lector  surface. 
Such interest  has  been delayed, quite under- 
At 6 .  0 Gc/sec, 
F o r  conventional ra t ios  of focal 
Hughes Aircraf t  engineers who a r e  developing SYNCOM and 
s imi la r  satel l i tes  have expressed confidence that satel l i tes  now being 
designed can be held indefinitely within 1/10 m r a d  (0. 0057O) of i t s  
assigned station; this i s  l e s s  than a fifth as much dr i f t  a s  would be p e r -  
missible  with a fixed antenna beam. 
station keeping is based on the use of precis ion optical tracking, using 
astronomical telescopes.* The demonstration of such accurate  station 
keeping, whenever it can be accomplished, should dispel the skepticism 
and opposition toward law-cost fixed antennas. Clearly,  the develop- 
ment of satellite communication should be directed toward precis ion 
station keeping to  bring low-cost, high-gain fixed antennas into use.  
This would permi t  small stations to be good stations and would lead to  
random access  communication behveen the many stations which can 
sha re  the use of each stationary satellite. Any other course of develop- 
ment which perpetuates the use of steerable antennas would seem to 
l imit  the number and minimum size of ear th  stations, and thus l imit  the 
utility 01 sate  Ili te c ommunic ati on. 
The prediction of such accurate  
I. Importance of Receiving System Noise Temperature  
Another apparent obstacle to  sma l l  low-cost stations becoming 
efficient stations l ies  in  the present  belief that  a station is not good 
unless  i t  has  an ultralow noise receiving system. In c l ea r  weather,  
when the sky temperature  i s  negligible, a station using a m a s e r  cooled 
with liquid helium and an expensive low noise antenna (such as a horn- 
re f lec tor )  may achieve a receiving system noise temperature  of about 
* 
Observator ies  were  able to locate and t r ack  SYNCOM-I and thus de te r -  
mine i t s  orbi t  accurately.  
only seconds before burnout of i t s  apogee motor. 
i s  e a s i e r  when the satel l i te ' s  approximate position is known. 
SYNCOM-I had become electr ical ly  dead 
Telescope tracking 
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30°K. Under similar conditions, a station with a s impler  antenna and 
a nitrogen cooled paramet r ic  amplifier may have a noise temperature  
near  80°K, or 4 . 3  dB m o r e  noise. Operational stations will  not always 
have clear  skies;  they should operate in  conformance with CCIR recom- 
mendations during the wors t  hours.  
3 dB absorption, the corresponding sky temperature  becomes approxi- 
mately 140°K, raising the receiving system tempera tures  of these two 
stations to 170° and 220° K, respectively, a difference of only 1. 1 dB. 
The ultralow noise rcceiv'ing sys tem's  improvement is grea tes t  when it 
i s  l eas t  needed. Thus, it might be bet ter  to  use the additional cos t  of 
a m a s e r  toward fur ther  increasing the antenna gain. 
level should not exceed 10, 000 pW psophometrically weighted mean  in 
any hour, that is, during the "worst" hour i n  a year .  
hours  a r e  those when heavy ra in  clouds cause the average slay tempera-  
tu re  to  be highest. 
lose most of their  advantage, stations with good nitrogen cooled para-  
me t r i c  amplifiers and high-gain antennas s e e m  good enough. 
quently, in this  respect  as well, small ear th  stations can  be good without 
becoming excessively expensive. Such stations can  make as efficient use  
of their  satellite repeater  as can the la rge  stations, and all stations could 
thus be charged for  satellite use  at the same rate p e r  voice c i rcu i t  for 
the same type of satellite service.  
When heavy s to rm clouds cause 
The CCIR recom-  
that the noise in  any voice channel at a point of ze ro  relative 
These wors t  
During these c r i t i ca l  hours ,  when m a s e r  r ece ive r s  
Conse- 
J. The SYNCOM P r o g r a m  
Many of the foregoing aspects  of multiple a c c e s s  satell i te 
sys tems have been developed inconnectionwith the synchronous 
communication satell i te p rograms  at the Hughes Aircraf t  Company. 
The programs of this company a r e  mentioned chiefly because of the 
w r i t e r ' s  familiarity with them, although it is recognized that excellent 
work is in  p rog res s  at many other laborator ies .  
Studies of satell i te communication s ta r ted  at Hughes late in  
1957. At first, inclined, highly ell iptical  o rb i t s  with northern apogees 
were  studied. 
jective which might not become practicable within 10 o r  20 yea r s .  
Fortunately, only two y e a r s  la te r ,  Dr. Harold Rosen recognized 
that a stationary satell i te could be simple and light it i s  used spin 
stabilization. He designed a satell i te weighing only 15 kg (32 lb) 
when in orbit and, with Mr. D. D. Williams, computed that the 
SCOUT solid-fuel booster  with added staging could put this  satel- 
1-4 l i te into a stationary orbi t  i f  launched f r o m  nea r  the equator. 




An operating prototype (Fig. 1-2 ) was built a,t company expense 
and its television relaying and other capabilities were  demonstrated 
in the laboratory (Fig. 1-3). The electronic portion weighed only 
3 kg (6.5 lb) including the self-erecting 8 dB collinear slot  a r r a y  an- 
tenna and a 0.5 lb, 2 .5  W Hughes-developed traveling-wave tube. In 
re t rospect ,  it would have been possible, but r isky,  to have orbited 
this satellite f rom the equator with a solid fuel rocket meeting the 
SC OUT ' s de sign obj ec  t ive s . 
In August 196 1, the National Aeronautic s and Space Admini s - 
t ra t ion  (NASA) decided to  sponsor the development of stationary 
satel l i tes  in a s e r i e s  of steps by sponsoring the SYNCOM program. 
The first objective was  to demonstrate the achievement of a nea r -  
c i rcu lar  synchronous (24 hour) orbit, inclined to  the plane of the 
equator,  and to per form station-keeping and simple communication 
experiments.  The SYNCOM satellites resembled that shown in  
Fig.  1-2 but were  slightly l a rge r ,  weighing about 80 lb in  orbit. In 
in t e re s t s  of reliabil i ty,  all components except the f r ame  and antenna 
were  made redundant; one set of pulsed je t  controls was  operated by 
compressed  nitrogen and a second set  used hydrogen peroxide. The 
only communication requirement w a s  for one two-way voice circui t ,  
although the actual repea ter  bandwidth was  capable of low definition 
(2  Mc) television. 
* 
SYNCOM-I was launched f r o m  Cape Kennedy (then Canaveral)  
on 14 February  1963, with a THOR-DELTA booster ;  it came within 
1 sec  of success ,  but a catastrophic failure occurred  jus t  pr ior  to 
burnout of the apogee kick rocket. All available evidence suggests 
that  the vibration and acceleration produced by this final rocket 
caused a nitrogen tank to  burst .  After making extensive precaution- 
a r y  modification, SYNCOM-I1 was launched successfully on 26 July 
1963. It was subsequently drifted to and stopped at its des i red  equa- 
t o r i a l  crossing point and thereafter it was  used for  communication 
f o r  about 15 hours each day. Wiihin a month, its total communication 
t ime had exceeded the total  for all p r ior  communication satell i tes.  
As of the date of writing (April 1964) no electronic malfunc- 
tion has occurred. 
to continue operating with full capability af ter  one or perhaps severa l  
e lectronic  failures.  
its pulse- je t  g a s  supply appeared adequate t o  maintain synchronism of 
its equator ia l  crossings for possibly another 10 years .  At present ,  it 
appea r s  that cumulative radiation damage to its solar  cel ls  (P on N) 
may prevent continuous operation after next fall or winter.  The more  
radiat ion res i s tan t  IN on P) cel ls  w e r e  not available when these 
Its redundant e lectronics  should permi t  SYNCOM-I1 
P r i o r  to  moving SYNCOM-I1 over the Pacific a r e a  
4< 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Contract NAS S-1560. 
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F i g .  1-3. Laboratory demonstration of television relaying through 
the original COMSAT. 
satel l i tes  were built but they a r e  being installed in SYNCOM-111. 
gether ,  SYNCOM-I1 is showing that the first operational s ta t ionary 
satel l i tes  can have a life expectancy of a t  l eas t  two years  and its de-  
s igners  believe that 10-year l i fe  and 90% launch success  probability 
will become attainable. One observes  that present  technological 
p rog res s  is s o  rapid,  and the use of satell i te communication may 
become s o  explosive, that the f i r s t  operational s ta t ionary satel l i tes  
may  become obsolete long before they fail. 
Alto- 
NASA has announced that SYNCOM-I11 i s  to be launched during 
the second quar te r  of 1964, using an improved vers ion of the THOR- 
DELTA booster and a midcourse correct ion maneuver to achieve a 
near  -equatorial orbi t  plane. SYNCOM-I11 is expected to be near ly  
s ta t ionary and to be continuously usable for communication between 
Japan and the U.S. i f  i t  i s  stationed over the Pacific.  
1. ADVANCED SYNCOM and Other P r o g r a m s  
Recognizing that extensive study and development should 
precede building more  advanced s ta t ionary sa te l l i t es ,  NASA inaugurated 
the ADVANCED SYNCOM program'" in 1962. The design objectives 
were  to achieve a highly s ta t ionary satel l i te ,  having multiple access  and 
other communication capabilities approaching those desirable  in an 
operational communication satel l i te .  
small for studies re la ted to multiple access  satel l i te  com-  
munication. 
study of ear th  stations and of their  integration into an  intercontinental  
communication sys tem.  
e a r t h  stations of low cos t  and flexible growth capability. 
in the fall of 1963. 
This was supplemented by a 
In addition, in  1963, the company sponsored a design 
This la t ter  study placed emphas is  on small 
It was completed 
The ADVANCED SYNCOM was designed to be orbi ted b y  an 
ATLAS-AGENA booster permitt ing i t  to be much l a r g e r ,  with a 
wei:;ht in orbit of absut G O O  lb, 
shows retention of the previous cylindrical  shape.  
Its full-scale mockup, F ig .  1-4, 
The use  of 
"NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Contract  NAS 5-2797. This 
cont rac t  was completed e a r l y  in 1964 and the follow-on p rogram 
has  been reoriented as a multimission p rogram to study such tech-  
niques a s  gravity gradient attitude control.  Subsequent discussion 
and references should be understood a s  applying to the init ial  p ro-  
g r a m ,  whose objective was a high-capacity, mu l t i r epea te r ,  highly 
stationary communication satell i te which might s e r v e  a s  a prototype 
f o r  an operational communicaticjn satel l i te .  The follow-on p rogram 
is  not r e f e r r ed  to as ADVANCED SYNCOM but as ATS (Advanced 
Technological Sat e l l  it e s ). 
NASA I-IeadquarLers Coiltract NASv.7-495. 
.t. .'< 
I,. * I  
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Fig .  1-4. Full-scale  mockup of ADVANCED SYNCOM 
satell i te,  1963 high capacity communication 
vers ion.  
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redundant major components was c a r r i e d  f a r the r  than in the smal le r  
SYNCOMS to the extent of having a l l  components for four satel l i tes  
mounted i n  the common f r ame ,  and this left  a negligible possibility 
of catastrophic failure after achieving i ts  orbit .  
would only cause "graceful degradation, " with ample opportunity to  
orbit  a replacement satell i te and maintain uninterrupted service.  
All probable fa i lures  
The four communication r epea te r s  have separate  rf channels 
with separate traveling-wave tubes; each repea ter  provides a choice 
of two operating modes.  
channels f o r  re t ransmiss ion  with wide phase modulation and i s  the 
p re fe r r ed  mode for multiple access  use by many ea r th  stations. 
second mode provides "straight-through" frequency t ranslat ion and 
is  p re fe r r ed  fo r  television relaying but can be used with other p ro -  
posed multiple access  sys tems previously discussed. 
One mode can receive 1200 SSB voice 
The 
One assumption as to use of the ADVANCED SYNCOM i s  that 
t he re  would not be m o r e  than 600 (duplex) telephone c i rcu i t s  a t  f irst ,  
requiring 
be used occasionally for  relaying television. 
repeater  life expectancy would be uncertain and presumably i t  could 
be low. Hence, a conservative policy would be  to  s t a r t  p rocedures  
toward orbiting a replacement satell i te following the fir s t  failure of 
a SSB/PM repeater ,  recognizing that this  replacement might requi re  
severa l  months. 
months, the fourth would continue to  c a r r y  a l l  the multiple access  
traffic.  Television serv ice ,  being FM/FM,  would not necessar i ly  be 
interrupted even by fai lure  of all four SSB/PM repea te r s ,  because 
all r epea te r s  can be used i n  e i ther  operating mode. 
use of only one of the r epea te r s ,  A second repea ter  might 
At this  ear ly  per iod the 
Even if  two more  r epea te r s  failed during these 
At a la te r  date the multiple a c c e s s  t raff ic  might increase  to  
the equivalent of 1200 to 1800 telephone c i r cu i t s  during peak hours ,  and 
require  the use of th ree  of the SSB/PM repea te r s .  Upon fai lure  of 
any one of these, s teps  would be s ta r ted  toward replacing the satel l i te ,  
presumably in l e s s  t ime than at f i r s t .  
repeater  failure should by then be wel l  i n  excess  of this delay in sa te l -  
l i te replacement. Even i f  a second repea ter  did fail, the remaining 
two would ca r ry  1200 circui ts .  This  might cause  some traffic delays 
during busy hours  until replacement was  completed.  Certainly,  i t  
does not appear essent ia l  to  keep spare  sa te l l i t es  of this type in orbi t  
fo r  prompt replacement. 
The t ime expectancy of a second 
Another significant fea ture  of the ADVANCED SYNCOM i s  its 
de- spun directive t ransmit t ing antenna. 
designs,  
attitude control of the satell i te to  permit  use of conventional directional 
antennas. 
Other stationary satel l i te  
such a s  for the ADbENT program,  have involved three-axis  
The beamwidth of such  antennas woclld be the angle (17. S o )  
I 
subtended by the ear th ,  the corresponding gain being 19.3 dB. 
SYNCOM-I1 employs a collinear slot a r r a y  antenna whose radiation 
pat tern is a solid of revolution about the spin axis, providing 
only about 8 dB gain. The ADVANCED SYNCOM antenna has  a 
c i rcu lar  a r r a y  of 16 collinear slot elements which a r e  phased by 
an electronic goniometer to form a beam whose gain is about 17 dB. 
The goniometer spins this beam a t  a r a t e  which cancels the sa te l -  
l i te ' s  spin and keeps it directed earthward. 
antenna have been succe s sful, 
Laboratory tes ts  of this 
Looking even far ther  toward the future ,  the Hughes Research  
rl. 
Laborator ies  has  developed low-thrust cesium ion engines. ' I .  Such 
engines hold promise for attitude control and station keeping with 
future generations of stationary satell i tes.  
Returning to today's mat te rs ,  the Communication Satellite 
Corp. has decided that satell i te communication serv ice  can  be s t a r t ed  
soonest between stations in Europe and North Amer ica ,  
near  s ta t ionary satell i te te rmed EARLY BIRD. This satell i te i s  to be 
built by Hughes Aircraf t  Company and orbited by NASA in 1965. 
will be generally similar to SYNCOM-I11 and is to provide 240 telephone 
c i rcu i t s  between a pair  of ear th  stations. 
by the use of a 
It 
2 .  Conclusions 
Experience from this s e r i e s  of programs strengthens 
the belief of the wr i te r  and his  associates that  there  is no s impler  
and be t te r  way to s t a r t  uninterrupted commerc ia l  satell i te communi- 
cation than by  use of a spin-stabilized s ta t ionary (or near  -stationary) 
satel l i te .  The use of any nonsynchronous orbi t  would require  many 
satel l i tes  to provide essentially uninterrupted service and would r e  - 
quire  expensive ea r th  stations with multiple tracking antennas, thus 
tending to exclude small stations.  
s e rve  as an exchange in orbi t ,  permitting random access  intercon- 
nection of small ea r th  stations with m o r e  other stations than would 
be possible o r  economic with other satel l i te  orb i t  sys tems.  
of s ta t ionary satel l i tes  can provide d i r ec t  interconnection of distant 
ea r th  stations,  when and as needed, and pe rmi t  jumping over m o s t  
of the switching centers  of intercontinental surface communication 
sys t ems .  Thus,  this fo rm of satellite communication may introduce 
new and s impler  concepts of routing intercontinental communications; 
this is discussed in P a r t  11. 
Stationary satel l i tes  can bes t  
Such use 
*NASA Lewis Research  Center Contract NAS 5-2510. 
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PART I1 
TRAFFIC ROUTING PRINCIPLES FOR MULTIPLE ACCESS SATELLITE 
COMMUNICATION S YS T EMS 
A. Restr ic t ion to  One-Hop Circuits 
It has  been proposed, especially in connection with satell i te communi- 
cation sys tems using medium-altitude orbi ts ,  that ve ry  long circui ts  be r e -  
layed through two or  m o r e  satell i tes,  a s  shown in Fig. 11- 1. The dotted line 
between satel l i tes  is intended to indicate that in the distant future it may  
become feasible to  re lay  direct ly  between satel l i tes ;  however, this  possibility 
appears  too remote to  be considered here .  Ear th  relaying is s impler  today 
because in effect such an ear th  relay station is  similar to  a pa i r  of terminal  
ear th  stations (requiring l e s s  multiplexing equipment, etc. 1. Hence, as has  
been recognized by CCIR, 11- 1 the one-hop circui t  is the basic element of any 
multihop circui t  and m e r i t s  f i r s t  attention. 
that multihop use  of stationary satell i tes appears unnecessary and undesirable.  
It is shown in a l a t e r  section 
Certain concepts a r e  f i r s t  developed in t e r m s  of s ta t ionary satel l i tes  
before  being extended to  other satellite orbit  sys tems.  
m a r i l y  in the in te res t s  of clari ty.  
s imple,  since they have no hand-over constraints and other such complica- 
tions which a r e  best  introduced after the general  concept has  been established. 
This is done pr i -  
Stationary sys tems a r e  conceptually 
B. Boundaries of an Ear th  Station 
F r o m  the above and f rom Fig,. 11-2, one s e e s  that an ear th  station at 
E is bounded first and innermost  by the pe r ime te r  of the a r e a  (double-shaded 
in F ig .  11-2) which contains the station's surface traffic feeder sys tem to 
the loca l  exchanges and thence to  the subscr ibers  whose satel l i te  ca l l s  nor -  
ma l ly  would pass  through this  station. 
been made because,  occasionally, m o r e  distant subsc r ibe r s  may  use  this 
s ta t ion instead of their  nearby station. F o r  example,  in  Fig. II-2, a sub- 
s c r i b e r  who normally would use station F for  communication with the s t a -  
t ions of satell i te No* 1, might use  a surface circui t  to Station E in o rde r  
to  communicate with station G via satell i te No. 2. This use  of surface 
"tails" t o  satell i te c i rcui ts  will be discussed subsequently. 
The qualification "normally" has  
This innermost  boundary generally will be the s ta t ion 's  national 
boundary, o r  the boundary of a group of nations which s h a r e  use  of the 
station. However, this  inner boundary need not follow national boundaries; 
it could be par t ly  internal i f  the nation had m o r e  than one station. 
25 
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Fig. 11-2. Boundaries of an ea r th  station. 
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The next l a rge r  boundary will be t e rmed  the "transitional boundary, I '  
inside of which sur face  circui ts  normally would be used in preference to  
satel l i te  circuits,  the preference being for  economic and possibly other 
reasons .  In F i g .  11-2, this boundary surrounds the single-shaded a rea .  
This boundary has  been shown dashed between points A and B, along the 
coverage boundary of satell i te No. 1 because,  considering only satel l i te  
No. 1 and assuming that No. 2 were  not yet in orbi t ,  it would be impossible 
to use  satellite communication beyond this dashed portion of the transit ional 
boundary. Between C and D the transit ional boundary i s  shown a s  follow- 
ing the innermost boundary to i l lustrate  that surface communication a c r o s s  
this portion may  be unavailable for topographic, economic, o r  other reasons.  
The next l a r g e r  boundary will be t e rmed  the "single-satell i te sys tem 
boundary." 
continuous multiple access  communication, each with any or  all other stations 
which all share  the use  of the same  satell i te.  If nonsynchronous satel l i tes  
a r e  used all stations would hand over their  c i rcui ts  simultaneously f rom 
the s a m e  setting satell i te to the same r is ing satel l i te ,  so  they always 
would share  the use  of a p a r t i c u l a r  satell i te.  
this single- satell i te sys tem boundary i s  discussed l a t e r .  
a ry  satellite, this boundary i s  the sa te l l i t e ' s  useful coverage boundary, 
o r  the boundary within which it always will have a useful elevation angle 
(e. g . ,  
This is the boundary within which all ear th  stations can  have 
The effect of hand-over upon 
With a station- 
5 O  o r  m o r e )  above the horizon. 
Note that subscr ibers  and their  local exchanges m a y  be located 
somewhat beyond this boundary, a s  long as they use  ear th  stations lo- 
cated on or within this boundary. 
A station which par t ic ipates  in two o r  m o r e  one-hop multiple 
access  systems,  using two or  m o r e  satel l i tes  at  a t ime,  has  a some-  
what larger  boundary to i t s  one-hop communication with other stations. 
In F i g .  11-2, stFtion E could extend i ts  one-hop c i rcu i t s  t o  all stations 
within the dashed curve by a l so  using satel l i te  No. 2. 
extended boundary thus obtainable will be t e rmed  the multisatell i te one- 
hop boundary, o r  the outermost  boundary. 
The combined and 
Local exchanges and subscr ibers  beyond this outermost  one-hop 
boundary could be reached via a surface ta i l  f r o m  a station within this  
boundary, or possibly via a multi-hop satel l i te  c i rcui t .  
C. Constraints and Cos t s  Imposed by Simultaneous Hand-Over 
Everyone who has  watched live te lecas t s  which have been relayed 
via  a nonsynchronous satell i te r e m e m b e r s  that p r o g r a m s  were  t imed to  
the mutual visibility of the satel l i te  and that they often ended r a the r  
abruptly. Presumably,  an operational sys t em would use  enough such 
satel l i tes  that a second one would r i s e  and become mutually visible before  
2 8  
use  of the f i r s t  satell i te were  lost, If so, stations would hand over their  
c i rcui ts  to this new satell i te and thereby avoid interruption of their  com- 
munication, as was f i r s t  mentioned in P a r t  I. 
P re sen t  experimental earth stations use  only one l a r g e  tracking 
antenna and i t  requi res  many seconds o r  even minutes to slue such an 
antenna to  a different direction and then acquire and s t a r t  tracking and 
using a new satell i te.  To avoid such interruptions i t  generally is p ro -  
posed':' that  stations use  a second l a rge  tracking antenna to  acquire and 
start tracking each new satell i te,  af ter  which the hand-over can be in- 
stantaneous and uninterrupted. However, providing each station with 
a second tracking antenna m a y  not be sufficient; t he re  should a l so  be a 
third to  be used a s  a spare .  In addition, t he re  should be a t  l ea s t  two 
l a rge  t r ansmi t t e r s  and low-noise r ece ive r s ,  so  that communication can 
actually be established over the r i s ing  satell i te while the setting satel-  
l i t e  is still in use. 
quency shifts via the two satell i tes generally will differ and will require  
correct ion p r io r  to the instant of hand-over,  so as not to  introduce e r r o r s  
in digital t ransmiss ions  o r  s imilar ly  disrupt cer ta in  other se rv ices .  
Although there  is no question as  to the feasibility of interrupt ion-free 
hand-overs by a pa i r  of stations,  these would - not be the single-antenna 
experimental  stations that we have today. 
would have to  be equivalent t o  two o r  m o r e  experimental  stations and 
would be correspondingly m o r e  costly. 
Propagation delays (path lengths) and Doppler f r e -  
Each operational station 
With multiple access  systems,  hand-over introduces additional 
problems and constraints ,  such as  the constraint  on the single-satell i te 
sys t em boundary which has  been mentioned in  the preceding section. 
F i r s t ,  however, one m a y  a sk  why all stations within this sys tem bound- 
a r y  should execute hand- over simultaneously. 
A and B hand over t c  a second satell i te,  while A and C continue to  
use  the f i r s t  satell i te until the second a l so  is visible to  C ?  A simple 
but inadequate answer i s  that this would violate the postulate of there  
being a single satell i te (at a t ime) multiple access  sys tem,  because A 
would be tracking and using two satell i tes.  More important,  stations 
B and C could not be in the same sys tem unless the re  could always be 
c i rcu i t s  between them. If B lost visibility of the f i r s t  satel l i te  and 
Why shouldn't stations 
It has  been suggested that any two single antenna stations,  which a r e  
reasonably close together and have adequate surface communication 
faci l i t ies ,  could cooperate in  performing the hand-overs,  in  o rde r  to  
avoid the multiple antenna requirement.  This would be possible ex- 
perimentally.  However, neither station would be independent in the 
sense  of having only i t s  own circuits.  
- both stations should have spare  antenna sys tems,  bringing the total 
t o  four.  
which needlessly occupied two s i tes .  
Also, i f  used operationally, 
In effect, one would have a needlessly expensive single station 
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handed over to  a second before C could also see  the second satell i te,  the 
ci rcui ts  between A and C would be interrupted. 
taneous hand-over requirement b a r s  so-called fractional hand-over tech- 
niques and there a r e  other reasons to believe that, with many stations in 
the system, such techniques would become too unwieldy to be used. 
In general ,  the s imul-  
To determine the single- satell i te sys tem boundary for nonsynchron- 
ous satellites by means of the mutual visibility concept11-2 would requi re  
that at the instant of hand-over, there  must  be two satel l i tes  within that 
portion of the orbi t  plane which i s  mutually visible to  all stations,  hence 
visible from al l  points on this sys tem boundary. 
t e m ' s  boundary becomes s impler  i f  the ea r th  i s  viewed f r o m  the satell i te,  
ra ther  than if the orbit  plane is viewed f rom the earth.  
Determination of the sys-  
F rom a satell i te at altitude H above the ear th  whose radius is R ,  
( F i g .  11-3 shows that)  the ear th  i s  visible out to  a horizon at  0' f rom the 
subsatellite point. F o r  an ear th  station to  use  the satell i te sat isfactor i ly  
it must  have a minimum elevation of €lo, or  about 5 O .  
useful coverage a r e a  i s  the a r e a  of the ea r th  lying within approximately* 
8 - 8, degrees of i t s  subsatellite point. 
l i te this a r ea  is  fixed and amounts ( for  8, = 5 O )  to  38. 18% of the ea r th ' s  
a rea .  All earth stations within this a r e a  could use this s ta t ionary satel l i te  
continuously. Consequently, the boundary of a multiple access  sys tem 
which uses  a stationary satell i te i s  the boundary of i ts  (fixed) useful cover-  
age a rea .  
satell i te point. 
Hence, a satel l i te ' s  
In the case  of a s ta t ionary satel-  
For 8, = 5 O ,  this boundary l i e s  at 8 '  = 7 6 . 3 3 O  f rom the sub- 
With a nonstationary satell i te the useful coverage a r e a  moves around 
the ear th  beneath the satell i te.  Hence, the ear th  a r e a  f rom which any two 
satel l i tes  a re  both visible at elevations of 8, o r  m o r e  is the a r e a  for which 
their  useful coverage a reas  overlap.  It is only within this overlap a r e a  that 
all stations can hand over simultaneously; thus the boundary of the multiple 
access  system is  that of this overlap a r e a ,  within which simultaneous hand- 
over i s  possible. Pract ical ly ,  this boundary is slightly sma l l e r  because a 
minute or  s o  may  be needed to complete the hand-over. 
F o r  a c i rcu lar  equatorial orbi t  sys t em of equiphased (equally sepa-  
ra ted)  satell i tes,  successive coverage overlap a r e a s  will be of identical 
shape and size and the ear th  stations of a one-hop multiple access  sys tem 
would hand over periodically. Hence, at hand-over,  the identical boundary 
of these identical coverage overlap a r e a s  would constitute the boundary of 
the multiple access  system. 
:: 
The accurate expression is  given in Fig.  11-3. 





Table II- 1 (Ref. 11-3) compares  coverage overlap a r e a s  for severa l  orbit  
heights and numbers of satell i tes with the coverage a r e a  of a stationary 
satel l i te ,  for 8, = Oo and loo .  This table shows that 10 o r  m o r e  satel-  
l i tes  a r e  needed to  permi t  the overlap a r e a  to  approach the coverage a rea .  
In addition, F ig .  II-4(from referenced  report)shows a Mercator map corn- 
par ison of multiple access  a r e a s  (a )  for a stationary satell i te and (b) fo r  
satel l i tes  30° apart  around a 14, 000 k m  c i rcu lar  equatorial orbit. Al- 
though the la t ter  could provide coverage of the Atlantic basin,  the station- 
a r y  satellite at  20° W would cover all of Africa and much m o r e  of Europe, 
Greenland, and North America,  and even some of Antarctica. 
It might s e e m  that N equiphased equatorial satel l i tes  could provide 
serv ice  to N multiple access  a reas .  This might be possible if the hand- 
overs  could be instantaneous. 
N - 1 such a reas  to a s su re  that one a r e a  completes i ts  hand-over and r e -  
l ea ses  the satellite before the next a r e a  s t a r t s  i t s  hand-over. 
However, there  should not be m o r e  than 
It will be seen that even one-hop circui ts  via phased-orbit  o r  other 
nonstationary satel l i tes  may  cost  m o r e  than those via a stationary satell i te 
because many satell i tes must  be kept in orbi t  and used by much m o r e  ex- 
pensive earth stations. To the extent that this is t rue ,  the break-even 
distance relative to surface communication would be increased. 
this increase in  a s ta t ion 's  t ransi t ion boundary with the decrease  in  its 
outer boundary would leave a correspondingly sma l l e r  a r ea ,  relative to  
that for stationary satel l i tes ,  within which satell i te communication would 
be used. 
Combining 
The extension of this t reatment  t o  other orb i t  sys tems becomes 
difficult ,  particularly so  in the case  of the so-cal led random orbit  sys tem.  
F o r  such a system there  i s  only some probability of having two satel l i tes  
available for hand-over. This probability depends on the number of sa te l -  
l i t es  and on the separat ion and location of the pa i r  of ear th  stations. F o r  
a multiple access sys tem of many stations,  the sys t em boundary would be 
that within which the probability of uninterrupted hand- over i s  acceptably 
high. 
this probability improving toward i ts  center .  
Thus, t he re  would be an annular family of such boundaries,  with 
Random orbit  sys tems of types which have been proposed might 
provide multiple access  serv ice  between one o r  m o r e  stations in E a s t e r n  
North America and severa l  stations in Western Europe,  f o r  example. A 
station in Western Europe which wished a l so  t o  u s e  random orbit  satel l i tes  
fo r  communication elsewhere would use  a different satel l i te  to r each  s ta -  
tions in Africa, a third satell i te to  reach  the Middle E a s t  o r  India, and 
possibly a four th  to  reach Iceland, Finland, and Northern Russia .  Addi- 
tional tracking antennas and other equipment would be requi red  for  each 
such additional satell i te.  Although Some l imited multiple access  operation 
is possible with random orbi t  satel l i tes ,  i t  has  been m o s t  frequently p ro -  
posed that such satell i tes be used p r imar i ly  by p a i r s  of l a rge  stations,  and 
fo r  this their use seems  feasible.  
3 2  
~ A56-I4 
Fig. 11-4. Comparison of one-hop multiple access  a r e a s  for a 
stationary satellite and for 12 equiphased (30° 
separated)  14, 000 km equatorial satell i tes.  
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i D. The Extended One-Hop Boundary and Use of Tails 
In connection with Fig. 11-2 i t  was pointed out that a station could 
extend i ts  a r e a  of one-hop communication i f  it has  use of m o r e  than one 
stationary satellite. 
greatest  a r eas .  F o r  exarnple, F i g .  11-5 shows that i f  there  were  sta- 
t ionary satel l i tes  at 3 O  W and 154O W ,  a station near  Quito, Ecuador,  
could have eas te r ly  coverage to India, and wester ly  coverage 
of Japan and much of Australia. 
provide norther ly  coverage of sections of the United States and Canada. 
Use of a third stationary satell i te at 80° W would extend the norther ly  
coverage to Devon Island, far above the Arct ic  Circle.  
of course ,  that there  might never be enough communication between Quito 
and this a r e a  of additional coverage to  justify the cost  of this 80° W satel-  
lite. However, satel l i tes  at stations in the 60° W to 1 l o o  W range would 
be useful for their  coverage of North and South Amer ica  at some t ime in 
the future. 
coverage limit which could be approached when many stationary satel l i tes  
become available, assuming that such satel l i tes  a r e  useful i f  they a r e  5O 
o r  m o r e  above the horizon. 
Thus, tropical stations would be able to cover the 
However, these two satel l i tes  would not 
One recognizes,  
The dotted line along the 77O paral le l  denotes the northern 
F igure  11-6 i l lustrates  the possible use  of surface ta i ls  at both 
ends of a one-hop stationary satellite c i rcui t ,  assuming satel l i tes  at (or 
nea r )  74O W and 105OE. Vienna could reach  Honolulu, for example, via 
a surface circui t  to  a station near  Bres t ,  F rance ,  f rom there  via the 74O W 
satel l i te  to  Tahiti o r  to  San Francisco, and thence via  cable to  Honolulu. 
An al ternate  route would be eastward to  a station in Turkey, thence via 
satell i te to a F i j i  station and f r o m  there  via  surface communication to  
Honolulu. One concludes that when the re  a r e  a sufficient number of s ta-  
t ionary satel l i tes  even the longest near-antipodal paths can be spanned by 
the u s e  of surface ta i ls  at one o r  both ends of a one-hop satell i te circuit .  
.The traffic on circui ts  requiring such ta i ls  should constitute a ve ry  small 
f rac t ion  of the total satell i te traffic and the re  would be no r ea l  need for 
two-hop circui ts  via  stationary satell i tes,  Existing cables and other s u r -  
face  communication facil i t ies will remain  useful for these tails. 
Many wr i t e r s  have repeated Arthur  Clarke ' s  s ~ g g e s t i o n I I - ~  that 
global coverage be achieved by three stationary satel l i tes ,  each separated 
by 120°. 
orbi ted when and wherever they can pay for themselves.  
satel l i te  probably will be located so as to  best  s e rve  the Atlantic Basin 
and Middle Eas t ,  possibly at l o o  to 20° W longitude. 
over the Pacif ic ,  near  165O E, since this location would provide coverage 
f r o m  San Franc isco  westward t o  Burma. However, a second Atlantic 
satel l i te  might be needed f i rs t .  In t ime,  there  should be many m o r e  than 
t h r e e  such satel l i tes  and they a r e  not likely to  be separated by equal dis-  
tances.  
Pract ical ly ,  it is probable that stationary satel l i tes  will  be 
The f i r s t  such 






























































































1 With a sys tem of phased equatorial satell i tes a station a l so  
might be par t  of two o r  more  one-hop multiple access  sys tems,  using 
one f o r  easter ly  and another fo r  wester ly  traffic. Other than the need 
f o r  additional tracking antenna installations, the chief difference is that 
these multiple access  a r e a s  would be smal le r ,  as was shown in F i g .  11-4. 
F r o m  London to New Zealand, f o r  example, a one-hop satell i te c i rcui t  
would require tails  of excessive length. It would be preferable  to use  
two o r  more satell i te hops with ear th  re lay stations. One notes,  how- 
ever ,  that the propagation delay of a three-hop circuit  probably would 
exceed that of one-hop via a stationary satell i te.  Additionally, the cost  
of an  N-hop satell i te c i rcui t  probably will be about N t imes the cost  of 
a one-hop circuit ,  because each ea r th  re lay station would be near ly  as 
expensive as two terminal  ear th  stations.  
E. Routing Decisions with Stationary Satellite Communication 
One s e e s  that the routing decisions may be different with the avail-  
ability of stationary satell i te communication than has  been contemplated 
to date i n  CCITT planning for  global sur face  communication. These plans 
contemplate the use  of a three- level  h ie rarchy  of traffic switching centers  
(CT ' s ) ,  i n  o r d e r  that the lowest level ( C T 3 ' s )  would s e r v e  individual coun- 
t r i e s  o r  other relatively small a r e a s .  
regional, each serving seve ra l  CT3's  within i t s  region. The highest  level  
of switching centers  (CT1 Is) would each have intercontinental trunks to the 
other CTl ls ,  in addition to trunks to i ts  own CTZ'S.  
, subscr iber  in one continent to one in another  would normally be routed up, 
ac ross ,  arid back down through this h i e ra rchy  of switching centers  some-  
what as follows: 
The next level ( C T 2 ' s )  would be 
Thus a cal l  f r o m  a 
Subscr ibers  -local exchange -CT3 -CT2 -CT -CT - CT -CT -. 1 1 2 3 
-local exchange -+subscribers.  
Considering a one-hop multiple a c c e s s  satel l i te  s y s t e m  of a type 
which can have many relatively small e a r t h  stations,  there  presumably 
would be such a station associated with each CT3. This  satel l i te  sys t em 
then would provide d i rec t  c i rcu i t s  between CT3Is, jumping over  the CT2's  
and C T l ' s ,  a s  was pointed out by Wallenstein. 11-5 
stationary satell i te can s e r v e  the Atlantic Basin as an  intercontinental ex- 
change, or  "CT,, 
I r an ' s  CT3. 
today's international and intercontinental  communication routes;  all routes 
between the sys t em ' s  CT3Is ( e a r t h  s ta t ions)  could be jus t  "up and back 
down, I '  much like the "in and back out" routes  between subsc r ibe r s  via 
a local switchboard, Actually, m o r e  than this would be involved, as can 
be seen by examining the s e r i e s  of decis ions which may  be made in o r d e r  
to prepare  route l i s t s  for  u se  by the opera tors ,  fo r  subsequent use  in 
connecting any two subsc r ibe r s  via their  respect ive CT3's .  
of decisions will be discussed a s  if they were  made  on a cal l -by-cal l  bas i s  
F o r  example,  a 
through which P e r u ' s  CT3 could obtain c i rcu i t s  to 
Such a s y s t e m  would not be concerned with o r  r e s t r i c t ed  to 
- 
This  s e r i e s  
3' a t  the CT3's .  
We first assume either that the subscr ibers  have different CT3's ,  
o r  that  no international or  inter-CT3 route is  required.  
ing subscr iber ' s  CT3 would determine the answers  to the following: 
1. 
2. 
Hence, the call-  
Where is the ca l l edpa r ty ' s  CT3? 
Is it located within the transitional boundary? 
If "yes, ' I  the call  would be routed via  surface sys tems,  possibly 
through one o r  two CT2's.  
indicating that satell i te communication should be used, and we next 
determine: 
Hence, we assume a "no" answer,  
3.  Does the called CT3 have an ear th  station within the calling 
s ta t  ion ' s out e r m o  s t, one - hop boundary ? 
If "yes, ' I  
3(a).  Which satel l i te ' s  multiple access  sys tems include both 
stations and which one of these should be used? 
Admittedly, it  may be many years  until stations have a choice be- 
tween two or  m o r e  stationary satel l i tes  and many fac tors  might 
affect that choice. Such factors do not m e r i t  discussion at this 
date. Since one satell i te se rves  both stations,  the call  would be 
placed through i ts  CASC, the called CT3 would ring the called 
par ty ,  and thus complete the route. 
If "no" is the answer to  question 3, i t  is indicated that the called 
CT3 mus t  be reached via a surface tail  f rom one o r  both ends of 
a one-hop satell i te circuit. In this  ca se  we ask: 
3(b). Which satell i te has a p a i r  of stations,  one (or  both) of 
which is most  readily accessible  via a surface tail to 
either (or both) CT3? 
Having determined this, the satell i te and surface circui ts  would 
be set  up to  the called party.  F o r  example, a London to  Wellington 
cal l  might present  two possibilities: (1) London to Ankara via  a 
surface tail and f rom there  v i a  a satell i te over Singapore to  Welling- 
ton 's  station, o r  (2) London to Adelaide (or  elsewhere in Austral ia)  
via a m o r e  wester ly  satellite and thence via  land circui ts  and cable 
to  Wellington. 
F. Routing Decisions with Nonstationar y Satellite Communication 
With nonstationary satell i te systems the routing decisions may  be 
both similar and different f rom those previously discus sed. F o r  example, 
i f  random orbit  satell i tes were  used only by pa i r s  of l a rge  stations without 
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multiple access ,  these stations might a s  well be connected by a cable inso- 
far as  routing is  concerned. Consequently, this use of satel l i tes  might be 
leas t  disruptive to pr ior  and present  routing pract ices .  The station bound- 
a r y  concepts would not be directly applicable unless there  were  multiple 
access .  
With a phased equatorial orbi t  sys tem there  probably would be 
relatively few stations in each one-hop multiple access  a rea ,  with each 
having a la rger  inner boundary for its much l a rge r  number of u se r s .  
The re  would be fewer national stations. 
serving several  nations because,  a s  is shown in P a r t  111, the grea te r  cost  
of such i tems as the tracking antenna installations would necessar i ly  be 
distributed among m o r e  circui ts  pe r  stations. 
Most would be regional stations 
The probable use  of two-hop circui ts  would introduce a new routing 
decision since the relay station would have i ts  own transit ion boundary. 
Use of a surface tail to  points within this boundary would be preferable  to 
use of the second satellite. It will be seen  that the per  c i rcui t  cost  for a 
two-hop circuit  is near ly  double that for a one-hop circui t  because use of 
the re lay  station would be near ly  as  expensive as  use  of two te rmina l  
ear th  stations. 
G. Growth of Global Satellite Communication 
Finally, it  i s  interesting to compare how the global use  of satell i te 
communication might develop, depending on the satell i te orbi ts  used. A 
nonsynchronous, inclined orbi t  satell i te has  "global availability" in that 
it would be visible at t imes  f rom any point on the ea r th ,  even f rom the 
Poles .  However, there  is a difference of many satel l i tes ,  many ear th  
stations,  many millions of do l la rs ,  and many yea r s  between Tels ta r  or  
Relay and the existence of a t ruly global system. The visibility of satel-  
l i tes  f rom the extreme polar regions would not open these regions to  
worldwide communication i f  there  were  no economic (or  o ther )  justifica- 
tion for earth stations in these regions. 
satell i tes f o r  reasonably continuous serv ice  before there  would be suf-  
ficient incentive to build the number of stations necessa ry  to encircle  the 
globe. 
Also, there  mus t  be enough such 
The f i r s t  stationary satell i te probably will be stationed to  cover 
the Atlantic Basin, perhaps a t  about 20° W (as shown in Fig. 11-4). As-  
suming multiple access  capability, the availability of just  this one satel l i te  
would stimulate the installation of ear th  stations throughout i t s  coverage 
a rea .  
region containing most  of the world 's  telephones. 
then would be orbited as  soon as  needed and stationed wherever  they were  
most  needed. 
often assumed, but as  many as a r e  economically justified at  any point in 
t ime. Thus, the sys tem would grow f r o m  a regional one to  a progressively 
better worldwide system. 
Thus, satell i te se rv ice  would s t a r t  a s  a regional se rv ice  to the 
Additional satel l i tes  
There  would not be just  t h ree  s ta t ionary satel l i tes ,  a s  i s  
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PART I11 
THE EARTH STATION AND ITS AREA OF USE 
A. In t r oduc ti on 
In the preceding sections we have discussed multiple access  
satel l i te  communication and the boundaries within which an  ear th  
station can have one-hop satell i te communication with any and a l l  
other stations by participating in one o r  m o r e  multiple access  sys tems.  
It was shown in Part 11 that the "outer boundaries" to a station's d i rec t  
se rv ice  with other stations a r e  determined by the coverage a r e a s  of the 
satel l i tes  being used, so these boundaries a r e  well-defined geometric 
functions of the satell i te orbit  system. 
In this and the final par t  of this report ,  we consider the r e -  
maining two inner boundaries around an  ea r th  station. 
f i r s t  the innermost  boundary which encompasses the subscr ibers  who 
normally would originate or  receive satell i te calls  through this ea r th  
station. 
extremely long circui ts  for  which there may be a surface tail f rom the 
subscr iber ' s  exchange to some more distant ear th  station, as was d is -  
cussed  in Part 11. 
surface traffic feeder  boundary surrounding the station's a r e a  of normal  
use. 
We consider 
The qualifica.tion "normally" excludes the small fraction of 
Thus, this innermost boundary may be te rmed the 
The remaining boundary is  the transit ional boundary within which 
the traffic between subsc r ibe r s '  local exchanges might best  be routed 
ent i re ly  via surface communication facil i t ies,  without the use  of a sa te l -  
l i te link. 
governed by economic, geographic, and policy considerations. The 
economic considerations a r e  especially important in that they may con- 
s t r a i n  the others.  F o r  example, a nation would find i t  desirable  to have 
i t s  own station, i f  this were  not much more  expensive than obtaining 
satel l i te  service f r o m  a la rge  regional station in another nation. Con- 
sequently, the remaining two parts of this report  emphasize economic 
principles of multiple access  communication and their  effect  on a 
s ta t ion 's  two inner boundaries. 
actual  costs  remain uncertain and that cost  es t imates  will be used only 
to i l lustrate  the economic relations. 
Unlike the outer boundaries, these two inner boundaries a r e  
It again should be pointed out that 
B. Use of Equivalent Telephone Circuits 
Subsequent sections will refer to sa.tellite and ear th  station traf- 
f i c  and t raff ic  capacity in t e r m s  of telephone circui ts ,  as i f  the sys t em 
did not a l so  c a r r y  a l l  other fo rms  of communication,from telegraphy to 
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television. 
ceptual simplicity and because (except possibly for television) the tele- 
phone channel probably will be the p r i m a r y  unit for  dividing the sa te l -  
l i te repeater ' s  base band into channels. Several  adjacent telephone 
channels would be combined in o rde r  to c a r r y  digital voice o r  other 
s imilar ly  wide-band signals. Additionally, there  a r e  slow digital s i g -  
nals,  such as telex, which require  bandwidths l e s s  than that of a voice 
channel. As many as 24  telex signals can sha re  a voice channel but a 
single such signal would a l so  probably be allocated a voice channel. 
This concentration on telephony is in the in te res t  of con- 
A group of 12 channels carrying PCM voice o r  other wide- 
band service may not cost  12 t imes as much as a voice channel because 
there  probably would be a lower rate  for  a channel group service.  
Certainly, television ra tes  over a microwave relay sys tem a r e  l e s s  than 
for  the 900 voice channels which would otherwise have been available but 
probably not all used. F o r  the purposes of this study serv ices  other than 
ordinary (analog) telephony will be disposed of by considering them to be 
equivalent to some unspecified number of telephone channels which do not 
necessar i ly  have the same  total bandwidth. 
C. Cost Components of a Satellite Circui t  
Figure 111-1 shows that the subscr iber  to subscr iber  cost  of using 
a one-hop satell i te c i rcui t  is the s u m  of ( 1 )  the satel l i te  use cost  to both 
stations, ( 2 )  the costs  of using both stations,  and ( 3 )  the surface com- 
munication costs  between both use r s  and their  stations.  It is a s sumed  
that the satell i te is  used simultaneously by any number of stations in a 
multiple access  sys t em and that each station s h a r e s  the cost  of using 
the satellite (o r  succession of nonstationary sa te l l i t es )  in proportion to 
i ts  own use.  All stations a r e  assumed to make equally efficient use  of 
the satell i te 's  channel capacity, a s  with the ADVANCED SYNCOM Sys- :k tem. Thus, small stations would not be charged m o r e  pe r  channel 
than the l a rge r  stations. 
i f ,  f o r  example, the sma l l e r  stations were permit ted to use more  band- 
width per channel (such a s  with g rea t e r  F M  deviation ra t ios )  with fewer 
channels pe r  satell i te repeater ,  in o r d e r  to use  sma l l e r  and l e s s  ex- 
pensive antennas. 
Note that this assumption would not be valid 
This system contemplates both random and assigned channel f o r m s  of 
multiple access ,  as explained in Part I. Random access  entails  addi- 
tional CASC costs  fo r  i t s  calling and channel ass ignment  se rv ice  but 
this mode permi ts  ful ler  use of the satel l i te  repea ter  channels. F o r  
simplicity, any difference in the cos t  p e r  channel for  these two modes 
of service will be neglected. 
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A47- 3 
Fig.  111- 1 .  Subscriber  to  subscriber cost  components via 
a satell i te circuit. 
4 3  
The s u m  of the subscr iber  to station and the station use costs  
at one end of a satell i te c i rcui t  such as that shown in F i g .  111-1 certainly 
i s  independent of the cDrresponding cost  components a t  the opposite end 
of the circuit. Moreover, since the cost  of satell i te use  p e r  paid circui t  
minute has  been shown to be essentially independent of the ea r th  s ta t ion 's  
circuit  capacity, only these f i r s t  two cost  components a r e  significant in 
determining the best  s ize  and serv ice  a r e a s  of ea r th  stations.  
economic objective would be to minimize the s u m  of the subscr iber  to 
station and station use cost  components. 
i t  is shown below that the station use cost  pe r  c i rcui t  decreases  with the 
number of the station's c i rcui ts  to the satell i te.  Thus, this cost  com- 
ponent would be reduced by letting the station se rve  m o r e  subscr ibers  
within a l a r g e r  a r e a ,  However, increasing this a r e a  increases  the 
average subscr iber  to station distance and cost  component. The major  
objective of this par t  will be to establish the requirements  for  optimum 
station s ize  and serv ice  a r e a  and the modifying influences of pract ical  
considerations. 
relatively unimportant, par t icular ly  if these two cost  components may be 
a small  p a r t  of the total c i rcui t  cost. 
to know whether a cer ta in  nation, some p a r t  of that nation, o r  some 
group of nations would supply enough traffic to an  ea r th  station to prevent 
these cost components f rom becoming excessive.  
The 
Although it is probably obvious, 
One recognizes that achieving minimum cost may be 
Rather,  one generally would want 
D. Ear th  Stations and Thei r  Use Cost 
It mus t  be recognized that existing stations for  satell i te communi- 
cation a r e  experimental  facil i t ies and that their  costs  a r e  not necessar i ly  
a useful guide to the cost  of stations for  an operational satel l i te  communi- 
cation s y s t e q .  
expensive antennas which can t rack  today's nons tationary satel l i tes ,  and 
one such antenna is sufficient for  this experimental  use.  With any medi- 
u m  altitude satell i te system, two o r  m o r e  such antennas p e r  station and 
p e r  satellite a r e  needed, thus making operational stations correspond-  
ingly more expensive. 
needed and, whenever such satel l i tes  become sufficiently stationary,  
l a r g e  but inexpensive fixed ref lector  antennas can  be used. 
All these experimental  stations must  have l a rge  and 
Only one antenna pe r  s ta t ionary satel l i te  is 
In addition to the f ac to r s  discussed above, experimental  stations 
have used ultralow noise rece ivers ,  such as those with helium-cooled 
m a s e r s ,  and have employed other  expensive fea tures  which a r e  d e s i r -  
able during experimental  p rograms.  
vide good quality serv ice  even during s t o r m s ,  when the sky noise tem- 
perature  exceeds 100°K. 
over a nitrogen-cooled pa rame t r i c  ampl i f ie r  becomes marginal  and the 
la t te r  is l e s s  expensive as was indicated in P a r t  I. 
An operational sys t em should pro-  
With this sky noise the m a s e r ' s  advantage 
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I 
Even experimental  ear th  stations have var ied in cost  by 
severa l  o rde r s  of magnitude, depending on the s ta t ions 's  purpose.  
At the lower extreme,  Fig 
which the Hughes Aircraf t  Company installed to receive f r o m  
SYNCOM-11. 
uncooled paramet r ic  amplifier is used. 
a 12-story building on the edge of the Los Angeles International Ai r -  
port  and, in tracking SYNCOM-LI, i t  is used a t  low elevation angles 
and azimuths toward the hear t  of the city. 
ference,  however, have not been ser ious problems. The station is 
used only fo r  reception of single voice channel signals a t  a tes t  tone 
to noise ra t io  of about 20 dB. Since the antenna and other components 
were already available, the only costs were those of building the roof 
platform and renting a c rane  to l i f t  the antenna f rom the s t ree t :  This 
is obviously not - an example of a station for  operational service.  
111-2 shows the very low cost facility 
The 10-ft (- 3 m )  antenna is directed by hand and an  
This antenna is on the top of 
Noise and e lec t r ica l  in te r -  
At the opposite extreme,  stations like that a t  Andover, Maine, 
a r e  ideal experimental  facil i t ies,  but have features  which would be 
unnecessar i ly  expensive for  operational use  under conditions of economic 
competition. 
The cost  of operational ear th  stations will not be known accurately 
until a specific satell i te sys tem is selected,  and stations fo r  this sys tem 
have been designed and built. However, a number of cost  es t imates  for  
operational stations have been made for  various purposes and with var i -  
ous degrees  of thoroughness, generally using quite different assumptions.  
In studying ear th  station cost es t imates ,  one recognizes a func- 
tional relationship to station s ize  to the number of satell i te c i rcui ts  X 
which the station i s  equipped to use. In general ,  the investment cost  
C can be expressed  as a power s e r i e s  in X, 
S 
c = s o t s l x  t . .  - .  
S 
Ordinarily,  the f i r s t  two t e r m s  alone provide a usefully accura te  ap- 
proximation. On this basis ,  S1 will be te rmed the channel-proportional 
coefficient of investment cost, and So the channel-independent com- 
ponent. It might s e e m  that S1 could be obtained by adding the costs  of 
the channel modem, echo suppressor ,  and other one-per-channel com- 
ponents, and that So would contain the land, building, antenna, low- 
noise amplifier,  etc. However, one cannot actually classify all com- 
ponents as contributing only to So o r  to S1. The t ransmi t te r  cost ,  for  
example,  would contribute both to So and to S1 X, 
power would be used for  the smal le r  stations but would be increased  for  
the medium and la rge  capacity stations. 
contributes to S1, as well a s  to So, because more  channels would 
because minimum 
Even the cost  of the building 
4 5  
M 3135 
Fig.  111-2. Lowest cost  ear th  station, used  by Hughes Ai rc ra f t  
Company for  single voice channel reception from 
S Y NCOM- 11. 
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require  m o r e  floor space.  Even more important, i t  would s e e m  
appropriate to use a better constructed building for  an  expensive 
la rge  station and to economize on the building fo r  a small station. 
Consequently, S and S1 can best be found by plotting station cost  
versus  number o? circui ts  for comparable stations of s eve ra l  s izes ,  
and then finding the intercept (So) and slope (SI) of a s t ra ight  line 
approximation to these plotted points. 
It will be m o r e  convenient to deal with the annual costs  of 
ea r th  stations, obtained by amortizing their  investment cost  and add- 
ing a.n appropriate amount for maintenance, operating, and any other 
annual costs.  A st raight  line approximation can be obtained,as before, 
which has  an  intercept o r  "no circuit" annual cos t  To and a slope o r  
"per circuit" component T i ;  this permi ts  annual cos t  CA of the 
station's X circui ts  to be expressed approximately as 
C A =  T 0 t T I X  
F o r  any one of these circuits,  
= T 0 / X + T 1  . cX 
The interpretation of this relation is that each 
s h a r e  (1/X) of the "no circuit" or base annual 
were  a very  la rge  number of circuits to s h a r e  
c i rcu i t  must  bear  i ts  
cos ts  To. If there  
a reasonably small T,, 
then Cx would-be negligibly greater  than 
than T i ,  
icap. 
. However, - i f  very few 
c i rcu i t s  mus t  sha re  a la rge  To, CX would '15 ecorne many t imes g rea t e r  
and the sma l l  station would have an  excessive economic hand- 
As an approximate guide to the minimum economic number of 
c i rcu i t s  for  an  ea r th  station, 
infinitely la rge  station i f  the number of c i rcui ts  is 
C x  will be only twice a s  grea t  as for  an 
x = T ~ / T ~  . 
Clearly,  the economic feasibility of smal l  ea r th  stations depends on 
cutting their  "no-circuit" cost  component To  down to the absolute 
minimum. The alternative course, that of unnecessar i ly  increasing 
the circuit-proportional component To, would only increase Cx and 
lead  to a noncompetitive system. 
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At this point i t  i s  interesting to observe that if a sma l l  
nation can somehow subsidize al l  o r  most  of i ts  ear th  s ta t ion 's  
i t  can offer service at a s  low Cx 
its station has  only one circuit: 
worthwhile means of stimulating the growth of smal l  ea r th  stations 
toward a more  economic number of c i rcui ts .  
To  
as the l a rges t  stations,  even if 
Such subsidies may prove to be a 
It is seen l a t e r  that the relative importance of subscr iber -  
s tation surface communication costs tends to modify the optimum 
number of c i rcui ts  
costs  to a sma l l  local station may offset  the savings in Cx through 
the use of a large but distant regional ea r th  station. 
the satellite use cost  were high compared with C 
case  initially, the small station's higher Cx mi&t be a relatively 
unimportant fraction of the over-al l  subscr iber - to-subscr iber  cost. 
Sometimes the savings of surface communication 
Additionally, if 
as might be the 
E. I l lustrative Ea r th  Station Costs 
Many ear th  station cost  es t imates  have been published f o r  
various purposes and a r e  applicable to various sys tems and a s sump-  
tions. F e w  such est imates  have seemed sufficiently detailed and 
applicable to a random multiple access  sys t em using a s ta t ionary 
satellite. One possible exception i s  a study made by the Lenkurt  
Electr ic  CompanyIII-1 which has had wide distribution. 
contained detailed cost  es t imates  for  12-circui t  and 150-circuit  
stations which, unfortunately, were not s t r ic t ly  comparable in their  
capability. 
that, for  example, they a s sume  use of expensive horn-ref lector  type 
fixed antennas. Values of To and T i  have been derived f r o m  the 
Lenkurt es t imates  and a r e  included in Table 111-1 for  purposes of 
c ompar is on. 
This study 
These Lenkurt  es t imates  s e e m  somewhat conservative in 
In paral le l  with the SYNCOM programs ,  Hughes has  sponsored 
studies of designs and probable costs  of ea r th  stations which might 
best  be used in a flexible multiple a c c e s s  sys t em with a satel l i te  
s imilar  to the ADVANCED SYNCOM. Space does not pe rmi t  descr ib-  
ing more than some significant aspec ts  of the contemplated sys t em and 
its earth stations. 
:< 
Experience with SYNCOM-I1 has  established confidence that an  
ADVANCED SYNCOM could be held on station within a negligible f r a c -  
tion of the beamwidth of a n  antenna of 85-f t  (- 26 m )  aper ture .  Studies 
by independent consultants have est imated that the cost  of an  ea r th -  
supported concrete antenna of this ape r tu re ,  with f 1. 6 mm surface  
tolerance, should not exceed $100, 0 0 0 ,  even if built in the United States.  
:;e 
NASA Contract NAS 5-2797 
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This cost  would be l e s s  in regions where labor cos ts  are lower. 
notes that a comparable tracking antenna would cost  severa l  t imes  
this much. 
would be offset by increased t ransmit ter  cos ts  or  by reduction of the 
satel l i te ' s  channel capacity. 
best  for even the smallest  stations. 
One 
If a smal le r  fixed antenna were  used, the cos t  saving 
Hence, these high-gain antennas a r e  
1' 
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Station designs have been made on a building block bas is ,  s o  
that t h e r e  need be no basic  distinction between small  and la rge  stations. 
A small station can add equipment to increase  its c i rcui t  capacity, use 
assigned channel service,  handle television, or  add other capabilities - 
all without replacing i t s  antenna or most of its other initial equipment. 
Based on these ear th  station design studies,  it has  been possible to  
es tabl ish a range of values within which it i s  believed the To and T1 
annual cos t  coefficients should fall. The annual cos ts  were  obtained 
on the bas i s  of a 10-year life, with the investment cost  amor t i zeda t  
15%, and with annual maintenance and operating cos ts  added. 
Table 111-1 lists three pa i r s  of coefficient values. The "present 
pessimist ic"  es t imates  include a reasonable safety factor for comple- 
tion of development and for  other costs which the first stations might 
encounter i f  built today. The "near-future probable" coefficients a r e  
those which it is believed may be achieved by the time a sys tem of 
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I 
this type is in operation and af te r  some of i ts  stations have been in- 
stalled. The "future optimistic" values represent  future objectives 
and contemplate unattended o r  semiattended stations with other ad- 
vances and economies, which can be anticipated. 
The cost  coefficients may change considerably i f  only because 
i t  is not yet cer ta in  that a satell i te with the ADVANCED SYNCOM 
character is t ics  will ever  be placed in service.  
Satellite Corporation's "Early Bird" (1965)  SYNCOM will be m o r e  
s imi la r  to SYNCOM-111. It will have an approximately stationary 
orbit ,  a straight-through repea ter  for  the separate  FM/FM f o r m  of 
multiple access  with relatively low channel capacity, and i ts  antenna 
pat tern will favor the northern latitudes. Consequently, it  probably 
will be used for traffic a c r o s s  the North Atlantic between only a few 
stations, and these stations will need antennas whose beams can be 
s teered  about 5 in any direction, m o r e  s teerabi l i ty  than can be ob- 
tained readily with a fixed reflector.  
The Communication 
0 
Table LII-1 a l so  contains values of To and T i  derived f r o m  
the Lenkurt study, as previously mentioned. Additionally, the last 
en t ry  applies to stations of the type needed with nonsynchronous satel-  
l i tes .  The value of To was est imated a f te r  examination of the cost  
component of s eve ra l  experimental  stations with la rge  antennas. 
Typically, such stations have cost  $5, 000, 000 o r  m o r e  and their  
annual maintenance and operating cost  is about $500, 000. 
a r e  predominantly of the no-circuit  type. 
assumed that the circuit-proportional cost  of such a station would be 
T i  = $7, 000, the s a m e  as fo r  a fixed antenna station under the nea r -  
future  assumptions. These values r a i s e  To/T1 to 143 circui ts ,  thus 
showing that such stations would need to handle correspondingly 
heavier  traffic f rom a l a r g e r  a rea .  
These costs  
In addition, it has  been 
Figure III-3 should fur ther  c lar i fy  the importance of the no 
c i rcu i t  cost component To, in relation to the number of c i rcui ts  X. 
This curve compares  the over-al l  station annual cost  p e r  c i rcui t  C x  
as a function of X for  the "near future ,  probable" coefficients of the 
stationary satell i te ea r th  stations with those for  stations using non- 
synchronous satell i tes.  One s e e s  that the station fo r  nonsynchronous 
satell i tes requires  near ly  seven t imes  a s  many c i rcu i t s  over which 
to spread its high 
circuit ,  compared with stations using a s ta t ionary satel l i te .  
means that with satell i te r epea te r s  of equal channel capacity, a one- 
hop multiple access  sys  t em using nonsynchronous satel l i tes  would, 
a t  best ,  consist  of a relatively few l a rge  ea r th  stations.  With a s t a -  
t ionary satellite there  can be sma l l e r  stations serving sma l l e r  o r  
l e s s  densely populated a r e a s ,  with a correspondingly g rea t e r  number 
of stations distributed over the l a r g e r  multiple a c c e s s  (coverage)  a r e a  
and providing more  d i rec t  and flexible serv ice .  
To in o r d e r  to achieve any given annual cost  pe r  
This 
5 0  
T 
C, = + + T, 
Fig .  111-3. Comparison of ear th  station use costs  p e r  circuit  year ,  fixed 
versus  s teerable  antennas. 
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F. Surface Communication Costs  
The use cost  of surface communication faci l i t ies  between a sub- 
scr iber  and h i s  ea r th  station is  bes t  known to the telecommunications 
administration o r  the operating company concerned. 
knowledge of the existing or  planned routes,  the availability and cost  
of circuits over these routes,  and the probable cos t  of new facil i t ies 
to  link an ear th  station into the existing communication system, it is  
best  to  use some average cost  per  c i rcui t  and pe r  unit of a i r l ine or  
crow-flight distance. 
be used only for i l lustrative purposes? 
Lacking detailed 
But how does one a r r ive  at cost ,  even i f  i t  i s  to 
In attemptin to  answer this question it was  noted that the CCITT 
that cer ta in  typical cos t  e lements  be taken into has recommended 
account as a bas is  of tariff charges ,  and that these should include cos t s  
per  3-min ca l l  and per  100 km of crow-flight distance under old, t r an -  
sitional, and modern conditions. The recommended value s a r e  intended 
to  cover costs  of depreciation, in te res t  on capital  involved, and main- 
tenance of the c i rcu i t  concerned. These recommended values, con- 
ver ted to dol lars  and to gold f rancs  per  kilometer-minute,  a r e  shown 
in Table 111-2. 
TABLE 111-2 
Long Distance Rate Approximations and 
CCITT Recommended Distance Costs 
a (Cost per minute = C t Cdd, for d > dmin) 
United State sa 
France  
Europe, f rom Paris 
CC IT T Recommendation: 
Old conditions 
Transit ional conditions 
Modern conditions 
C 









- 3  
cd(xlo 


















a Based on rate for  f i r s t  3 min, day, station-to-station. Overtime ra te  is about 
75% of the initial ra te .  
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In addition, i t  seemed instructive to examine actual long- 
distance r a t e s  for the United States, France ,  and for Europe, the 
la t ter  i n  t e r m s  of the r a t e s  f rom Pa r i s  to  c i t ies  in other nations. 
It was reasoned that r a t e s  a r e  s o  established that the total  revenue 
will cover cos ts  plus a fair profit. 
Day station-to- station r a t e s  for  the U. S .  were  obtained f rom 
American Telephone and Telegraph Long Lines Schedule No. 1 of 
April  4, 1963, which lists the ra te  for the initial 3 min and for  each 
additional minute according t o  mileage brackets  extending to 3000 
miles .  
3 min, neglecting the round-off. The ra te  for the f i r s t  
3 min was  plotted and approximated by a straight line, 
The additional minute r a t e  i s  a quar te r  of that  for the first 
- 3  
Cs3 = 1 .  10 t 0.46 d x 10 dol lars / f i rs t  3 min 
where d is in miles.  This approximation is close at distances beyond 
600 mi l e s  (1000 km). At shorter  distances the r a t e s  drop gradually to 
the local message-unit  ra tes  which apply at l e s s  than 25 miles.  
very long cal ls  the effective r a t e  per minute would approach a quarter  
of this first 3 min ra te ,  or somewhat more  for cal ls  of average length. 
To be conservative,  this saving on longer cal ls  was  ignored and the 
above equation was converted to gold francs per  minute, with d in 
ki lometers ,  as shown i n  Table 111-2. This table a l so  shows the c o r -  
responding r a t e  approximation coefficients Ca and c d  which were  
obtained s imilar ly  for France  and from Paris to c i t ies  e lsewhere in 
Europe. 
ably and the straight line approximation was  correspondingly uncertain. 
F o r  
In the la t ter  case the plotted points were scat tered consider- 
To some extent, one can interpret  the constant t e r m  Ca in  
these s t ra ight  line ra te  approximations as reflecting the cost  of 
access  to a long distance telephone system rather  than to the local 
telephone system. This cost  might, for example, cover the t ime of 
the long-distance operator or the use of the corresponding automatic 
long-distance signaling and switching equipment. One probably should 
not attempt to draw eenclusions from the range of values of C a  in 
Table 111-2 other than that there  also may be some uncertain access  
cos ts  for ca l l s  via  a random access  satellite system o r  other interconti- 
nental system. However, since this access  cos t  i s  a constant (per 
minute), it would not influence the optimum circui t  capacity or  s e r -  
vice a r e a  of ea r th  stations and when the distance involved is great ,  
it probably would not affect  the choice between satell i te and surface 
ci  r cuit  s a 
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The distance slope c d  coefficients in  Table 111-2 a r e  of g rea t e r  
interest .  F o r  France ,  c d  is close to  the CCITT value for  modern 
conditions while the International European c d  is c loser  to  the CCITT 
value for old conditions. In the la t ter  case ,  however, c d  is influenced 
by the costs of t rans i t  exchanges and other cos t s  not directly related to  
distance and should not be interpreted as indicating that the CCITT's 
old conditions still apply. The very low c d  for  the United States is 
accompanied by a correspondingly high Ca and these values a l so  should 
be interpreted with caution. 
5000 km and the traffic volume over distances in  excess  of 1000 km 
is so great that  i t  can  be c a r r i e d  a t  relatively low cost.  If the U. S. 
ra te  curve had been approximated only to  1000 km, a considerably 
lower Ca and higher c d  would have been inferred.  
0.883 x GF/km-min, should be sufficiently typical for i l lustrative 
use in  this study. 
seem more appropriate i n  special  c a s e s  of interest .  
values probably should be used for those a r e a s  of the world in which s u r -  
face communication i s  s t i l l  relatively light. 
Transcontinental dis tances  approach 
Table 111.2 shows that the CCITT value for modern conditions, 
The r eade r  can  use higher or lower values i f  these 
In par t icu lar ,  higher 
G. Significant Cities Approximation 
In attempting to  determine the cos t  of surface communication 
between an ea r th  station and the subsc r ibe r s  using i t ,  one recognizes 
the impracticality of locating and determining dis tances  to  all such sub- 
sc r ibe r s .  Fortunately, within any nation or region, mos t  traffic for 
a satellite sys tem would be to  or  f r o m  the relatively few c i t ies  which 
a r e  centers  of industry and international business;  thus these can  be 
considered the only "significant" cit ies.  
more  than 12) make up, for  example,  80% of a station's t raff ic ,  we 
can, for our purposes,  p rora te  the remaining 20y0 among the same 
cit ies.  
If these ci t ies  (probably not 
H. Station Location for  Minimum Surface Communication Cost  
Two c l a s s e s  of problems relat ive to  the location and use of 
ear th  stations a r e  considered, and the examples  use  the significant 
c i t ies  approximation. One c l a s s  of problem involves the question of 
whether i t  would cost  l e s s  to use a relatively large regional e a r t h  
station in some nearby nation or  to use  a sma l l e r  national station a t  
a determined location. A re lated problem, which cannot be solved 
here ,  assumes  that the use of a national station might cos t  a known 
amount more initially, and a sks  whether this additional cos t  is politi- 
cally or  otherwise justifiable, and how long it may  be until the national 
station grows to an economic size.  
that the locations of the national and regional stations have been 
determined. 
This  c l a s s  of problems a s sumes  
5 4  
The second c l a s s  of problems re la tes  to determining the opti- 
mum station location relative to the nation o r  region which it is to  
serve.  There a r e  interference coordination considerations,  cos t  of 
land and access  roads,  etc.  , in addition to the desirabil i ty of mini-  
mizing the cost  of surface communication to the significant cit ies.  
The la t ter  requirement  generally should be considered first. Some- 
t imes,  as will  be seen, some major  c i ty  will  be the point of minimum 
surface communication cost ;  in this case the station site should be 
just  far enough away f rom this city to be satisfactory with respec t  
to  interference,  land costs ,  and other requirements .  If the minimum 
cost point i s  elsewhere,  there  generally will  be a surrounding region 
within which the cost  would not be significantly higher than i ts  mini-  
mum and within which the other si te requirements  can  be satisfied. 
In some cases ,  knowledge of existing communication routes  may 
eliminate o r  simplify the problem of finding the minimum cost  point. 
Here,  however, the problem will  be considered on a weighted crow- 
flight distance bas is ,  much a s  i f  there were  no usable existing 
circui ts .  
F o r  i l lustrative purposes, Fig. 111-4 shows a hypothetical 
nation having 12 significant cit ies,  among which the total satell i te 
traffic has  been apportioned in percent of the nation's total. One 
des i r e s  to find the station location having the least kilometer-minutes 
relative to the significant cit ies.  This problem has  a formal  solu- 
tion by means of vector calculus, as  given i n  Appendix 111-A. Un- 
fortunately, this solution, although it appears  simple,  can  be tedious 
to evaluate,  so much so that it becomes quicker to  build and use a 
special  purpose analog computer. Such a computer,  shown in 
Fig. 111-5, requi res  only a map, some thread and adjustable weights. 
F o r  th i s  photograph, the map was  inked on a s t i f f  ca rd ,  which then 
w a s  supported between two desks and photographed f rom a high 
c a m e r a  angle. A hole i s  dril led at each significant city and the 
thread  through that hole is tied to  a weight which is in proportion 
to the c i ty ' s  traffic weighting factor. 
knotted above the map and the knot is re leased.  
position' on the map denotes the station location for minimum sur -  
f ace  communication cost .  
All  the threads  a r e  then 
I ts  equilibrium 
.II 
* 
Fr ic t ion  limits accuracy but can be reduced by using monofilament 
nylon thread, by lining the holes  with well-rounded eyelets,  and by 
j a r r i n g  the board to b reak  the static friction. 
r e l e a s e d  several  times f rom different directions,  marking each 
trial resul t .  
equi l ibr ium position. 
The knot should be 
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Fig .  111- 4. Significant c i t ies  and ea r th  station 
location for a hypothetical nation. 
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F i g .  111- 5. Simple analog computer for determining minimum 
cost station location. 
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Figure 111-4 shows the relative traffic for each city, in  percent  
of the total, a s  used for the example photographed. 
shows the (dashed) a r e a  of uncertainty obtained f r o m  seve ra l  t r i a l s  and 
the assumed optimum station location a t  i t s  center .  
This figure a l so  
I. Relative Cost of Using National o r  Regional Stations 
Having determined a station location, one can measu re  the 
distance to each significant city and compute the surface communica- 
tion cost  for  each, knowing its traffic and assuming a cost  per  
kilometer-minute. This is  i l lustrated for  the station location of 
Fig. 111-4 with the scale shown, assuming the total traffic to  be 
1, 000, 000 pa 'd  min/year8 and using the modern conditions cost  of 
0. 883 x lo-' GF/km-min. Table 111-3 shows the co putation of 
the total kilometer minutes per  year  a s  388.75 x I O T  for  which 
the cost  would be 343, 000 G F  ($112, 000), excluding terminal  ex- 
change and other access  (C,) costs.  
W e  then assume that there  is a regional ear th  station in some 
nearby nation, a s  shown i n  Fig. 111-6, to  which routes  a r e  available 
through border gateways M and N.  Note that M is a l so  one of the 
significant c i t ies  (No. 3). 
kilometer minutes for this case .  
Table 111-4 shows the computation of total  
In this example, the surface communication cos ts  to the 
regional station would be about th ree  t imes  g rea t e r  than to  the op- 
timally located national station. However, there  is s t i l l  the question 
of station use  costs :  Can the large regional station be used at a suf -  
ficiently lower cost ,  compared with a relatively small national station, 
to  offset this grea te r  surface communication cost? It can  be seen that 
this may depend on the no circui t  
cost ,  and hence on whether stationary or  nonsynchronous satel l i tes  a r e  
used. 
To component of the station annual 
It i s  first necessary  to  obtain a n  es t imate  of the number of 
satell i te c i rcui ts  X required.  The CCITT P L A N  Committee has  
used 150 paid min/day/international c i rcui t .  This would correspond 
* 
This 
carrying 50,000 m i d y e a r .  
1. 1 x lo6 km2. The a r e a  of the United States  is approximately 
7 . 7  x lo6 km2, o r  sevent imes  l a rge r .  
nation'is l a rger  than typical European nations but is comparable to  
that of many nations i n  Afr ica  and South America.  
the value of Cd 
l o 6  paid min/year would requi re  20 satel l i te  c i rcu i t s ,  each  
The a r e a  of this  hypothetical nation i s  
Thus,  this hypothetical 
F o r  such nations 
may be higher than f o r  the CCITT modern  conditions. 
1 
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TAB LE 111- 3 
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F i g .  111-6. Use of a l a rge  but remote regional station by a hypothetical 
nation. 
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t o  45,000 min/year of 300 business  days. 
allow for nonbusiness traffic and for the high c i rcu i t  utilization pos- 
sible with a random access  system, we round this off to 50, 000 
min/circuit year .  This hypothetical nation's 1 ,000,000 m i d y e a r  
would thus require a 20-circuit  national station o r  the use of 20 of 
the regional station's c i rcui ts ,  and it will be assumed that the s ta-  
tion has  120 circui ts .  
F o r  convenience, and to 
We first assume that these stations use a stationary satel-  
lite and have the "near future, probable" annual cos t  coefficients of 
Table 111-1, converted to gold f rancs ,  as To = 459, 000 and T1 - 
21,400. 
communication c os  t s , 
- 
F o r  the 20-channel station with its relatively low surface 
6 343, 000 t (495,000 -+ 20 x 21,400) = 1.266 x 10 GF/year  = 
$ 414,00O/year. 
F o r  use  of the regional station, 
1, 161,000 t 20 (":.':' t 21,400) = 1.671 x 10 6 GF/year  = 
$546,00O/year. 
Next, assume that this hypothetical nation's annual satell i te 
traffic were only 500,000 min/year,  requiring only 10 satell i te c i r -  
cui ts  and noting that To/T1 = 21.4 circui ts .  Use of this sma l l e r  
national station would cost  880, 500 G F  ($287,00O)/year, compared 
with 736,000 G F  ($240, 000)/year f o r  using the regional station. 
saving of only 144, 500 G F  ($37,400) might not outweigh other ad- 
vantages of having a national station. F o r  the example considered,  
the break-even would occur between 10 and 11 circui ts .  
The 
Finally,assume that these stations had to  use  nonsynchronous 
satel l i tes  and that the corresponding coeff ic i  nts  f r o m  Table 111- 1 
applied. In gold francs,  To = 3,061 x 10' and T i  = 21.4 x l o 3 .  
F o r  the 20-circuit national station, 
6 
343, O O O t  (3,061,000 t 20 x 21,400) = 3.83 x 10 GF/year .  
Note that the 
communication cost .  
To t e r m  alone is  nine t imes  g r e a t e r  than the sur face  
Clear ly ,  it would be worthwhile to  pay only a 
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share of this cost  of a regional station, even though paying more  for  
surface communication. 
be only 
Using the regional station the cost  would 
6 1 ,161 ,000  -F 120 o x 3,061,000 t 20 x 21,400 = 2.1 x 10 GF/year .  
This is nearly twice a s  much as  for the national station using a stationary 
satellite. 
ca l  nation's traffic requires  46 satellite circuits.  
In this case the break-even would occur when the hypotheti- 
A m o r e  general  comparison of the per  c i rcui t  y e a r  costs  of 
using national or  regional ear th  stations can be presented by families 
of curves ,  such as  Figs.  111-7 and 111-8 which apply to the "real is t ic-  
stationary" and nonsynchronous satellite cases ,  respectively. F o r  
both figures,  each curve corresponds to a mean subscriber-to-station 
distance, DN to  the national station, o r  DR to the regional station. 
The DN curves  a r e  plotted against XN, the national station's num- 
b e r  of c i rcui ts ,  whereas  the 
scale for  the regional station's l a r g e r  number of c i rcui ts  
DR curves a r e  plotted to a different 
XR. 
In the case of stationary satellite ear th  stations, one notes 
that a 25-circuit national station serving a single large city (DN = 0) 
would cos t  40, 000 GF  ($13, OOO)/circuit year ,  and that this cost  would 
be the same for  the use of a 500 circuit  regional station a t  a 400 km 
distance.  Similarly,  a five-circuit station at  DN = 0 would break  
even with use of a 100-circuit station a t  2000 km, but each circui t  
would cos t  115, 000 G F  ($37,600) /yea r .  
XN = 10, the break-even would be with a 200 circui t  station at  
DR.  = 2000 km. In general ,  this curve family shows that stations 
having 10 to 25 circui ts  within 1000 km of their  mean subscr ibers  can 
be competitive with the use of large but relatively distant regional 
stations . 
If DN = 1000 km and 
In the case of ear th  stations for  nonsynchronous satell i tes,  
Fig. 111-8 shows that each of 32 circuits would cost  115, 000 G F  
($37,6OO)/year, even with DN = 0, 
cuit y e a r  would apply to the use of a 600 circui t  station at 2000 km 
o r  a 130 circui t  station at  1600 km. 
Dlv 5 1000 km would need 40 to  120 circui ts  to be competitive with the use of l a rge r  but relatively distant stations. 
needing fewer than 40 satellite circuits would be forced by ecg- 
nomics  to obtain service f rom a large regional station and, even 
so, the per  c i rcui t  yea r  cost  might be excessive unless there were 
a 120-circuit station at  DR 5 1200 km, o r  a 400-circuit  station 
a t  DR 5 1600 km. 
and the same cost  per  c i r -  
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Fig.  111-7. P e r  c i r c u i t  y e a r  c o s t  c o m p a r i s o n  b e t w e e n  s m a l l  
nat ional  a n d  l a r g e  r e g i o n a l  s t a t i o n s ,  u s i n g  f i x e d  
a n t e n n a s  with st a t  i o n a r  y s a t  ell i t e .  
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Fig.  111-8. P e r  c i rcu i t  year cost comparison, national and regional 
s ta t ions,  using steerable antennas with nonsynchronous 
satel l i tes .  
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J. Possible Effect of Satellite Use Cost 
The foregoing study of the comparative use  cos t  of national and 
regional ear th  stations has  considered only the sum of the station use  
cos t  and the subscr iber  to station communication cost. The subscr iber  
to  subscriber cost  of a satell i te c i rcui t  includes the satell i te use cost. 
Consequently, i f  the use cos t  of a c i rcu i t  through a stationary satel-  
l i te were excessive compared with that fo r  some nonsynchronous orbi t  
sys tem,  such a sys tem might be preferable in spite of its higher ear th  
station costs. 
for  the stationary satell i te.  
satel l i te ' s  use cost ,  under probable near  future assumptions,  would 
not be a dominant fraction of the subscr iber  to subscr iber  cost. 
fact ,  according to far future assumptions,  the stationary satell i te 
use  cos t  may become a smal l  fraction of the subscr iber  to  subscr iber  
cost. 
It s eems  probable that the use cos t  would be lowest 
It i s  shown in Part IV that the stationary 
In 
K. Optimum Separation of Ea r th  Stations, Assuming Uniform 
Geographic Distribution of Traffic 
It is a t  least  interesting to  examine the optimum a r e a  pe r  
ea r th  station, and the consequent distance between stations. This i s  
done under the simplifying assumption that subsc r ibe r s  use  satell i te 
communication over an unbounded a r e a  a t  a uniform use density of 
Y paid min/km2/year. Such uniform use is an admittedly unreal is t ic  
assumption whose only justifications a r e  its mathematical  convenience 
and i t s  provision of a rough guide to  the number of stations p e r  con- 
tinent o r  other large a rea .  
The assumed uniform density a r e a  can  bes t  be divided into 
hexagons, each with a station a t  i t s  center ,  as shown in F ig .  111-9. 
The inscribed radius of each hexagon is so  the minimum dis  - 
tance between ea r th  stations is 2d0, as shown. The ea r th  station's 
year ly  traffic Y is  proportional to the area of its hexagon, 
do, 
2 Y 1 2/3doy 
= 3.464 doy 2 total  paid m i d y e a r .  
Letting C represent  the surface communication cos t  p e r  ki lometer  
minute a n f  K represent  the paid minutes pe r  satell i te c i rcu i t  y e a r ,  
the combined surface communication and station use  cos t  pe r  minute, 
a t  average distance 3 becomes 
A S 3 - 7  
Fig. 111- 9. Region with uniform traffic density divided into equal hexagonal 




T dC 2 - = 0 = 0.6825 Cd - - 
ddO d 3 x  3 . 4 6 4 ~  
o 
f rom which 
Interesting aspec ts  of this resu l t  a r e  that it is independent of T I ,  
the per  circuit  component of the s ta t ion 's  annual costsand that do 
b e a r s  only a cube root relation to To/Cdy. 
in To, Cd, o r  y produces only a two to one change in  the opti- 
mum d of the station's hexagonal surface a rea .  By way of 
illustration, a s  sume 
An eight to  one change 
0. 
-3  Cd = 0.883 x 10 GF/km-min (CCITT, modern  conditions) 
2 *< y = 1.0 paid min/year/km 
2 F o r  these values,  do = 776 km, corresponding to  1552 km between neares t  stations. Each station would se ve an  a r e a  of 2. 083 x l o 6  km 
c i rcu i t  year. In comparison, the hypothetical nation's 20 c i rcu i t  s ta -  
tion would cos t  63, 300 GF($20,650)/circui t  year .  
the agreementis  reasonably good, despite the assumption of a uniform 
density of use. 
and the annual cos t  would be 2.33 x 10 6 GF,  o r  55, 200 G F ( $ l 8 , 0 0 0 ) /  
Thus in this ca se  
L. Summary 
The preceding examples and the i r  cos t  f ac to r s  w e r e  given for  
illustrative purposes ,  although it is believed that the e a r t h  station 
cost  factors a r e  a s  good as  others  available. The r eade r  is encouraged 
* 
Traff ic  density f o r  the hypot.hetica1 nation, with l o 6  aid m i d y e a r  
f r o m  its 1.1 x l o 6  km2 a r e a ,  would be 0.91 min/km 5 /year.  
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t 
to  c a r r y  out s imi la r  studies for  actual nations and the i r  anticipated 
satellite traffic loads, using whatever cos t  fac tors  a r e  considered 
most  applicable. 
the following general  conclusions. 
It is believed that all such studies will  support 
1. The To or  no c i rcu i t  base component of 
ea r th  station annual cost  i s  the most  important in determining the 
minimum economic numbers  of circuits p e r  station. If To. is too 
high relative to T I  it must  be distributed over too many c i rcu i t s  
and only large stations could achieve a reasonable cos t  per  c i rcui t .  
Hence, reduction of To becomes the key to  small ea r th  stations. 
2. Earth stations using nonsynchronous satel-  
l i tes  require multiple installations of expensive stee rable antennas 
and tracking equipment and these costs add heavily to  
ting t o  reduce To by using smal le r  s teerable  antennas, with l e s s  
gain, requi res  satel l i tes  of correspondingly higher power or  fewer 
channels p e r  repea ter ,  thus increasing the satell i te use cost  and 
nullifying the saving in station costs .  
To. Attemp- 
3. E a r t h  $ations using a nea r -  stationary satel-  
lite, such as the Ear ly  B i r d , '  need only a single, slightly s teerable  
antenna. 
fixed ref lector  antennas wil l  be used. 
gain at low cost,  thus reducing To and making small stations ecor  
nomically attractive 
In the future , when satell i tes become sufficiently stationary,  
Such antennas will  provide high 
4. The cost  of surface communication to  a remote 
regional e a r t h  station often will  be considerably g rea t e r  than to  a n  
optimally located national station. 
national station wil l  be higher than the corresponding cos t  for the use  
of a la rge  regional station, the saving in  surface communication cos t  
may make it l e s s  expensive to have a national station. However, such 
a saving would mos t  probably be achieved only with a stationary satel-  
lite, Otherwise,  unless  the nation's traffic volume were  grea t ,  the 
high c o s t  of tracking antennas, e tc . ,  wouild cause the cos t  of a national 
station to  more  than nullify the surface communication cos t  saving. 
Even though the use cos t  of a 
5. The use of stationary satel l i tes  can make it 
economically advantageous for many nations to use their  own ea r th  
s ta t ions,  and for cer ta in  l a r g e  nations with heavy traffic t o  use  severa l  
stations.  Some small nations wil l  find a station to be advantageous 
for  o ther  reasons,  even though the use of a regional station would be 
somewhat l e s s  expensive. 
(0 -,- 
The Communication Satellite Corporation's 1965 satell i te which was 
d iscussed  in Part I. 
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6. 
Each station could communicate direct ly  with each and 
Since m o r e  stations would sha re  use  of a stationary 
satell i te,  the utility of multiple access  operation would increase  co r -  
respondingly. 
every  other station. 
7. With stationary satell i tes,  the relatively long 
The degree of such degradation is being investigated 
propagation delay causes  today's echo suppressors  to impede conversa-  
tion slightly. 
intensively and has not yet been established to  everyone 's  satisfaction. 
Conclusions should not be made without considering the importance of 
any such degradation relative to  the ability of stationary satel l i tes  t o  
bring direct  multiple access  intercontinental communication to  m o r e  
nations at lower cost. 
8. An ear th  station's inner boundary, containing i ts  
normal  users ,  will not normally be determined on economic grounds, in  
the sense of being continuously expanded o r  shrunk to  obtain the l ea s t  
cost  p e r  circuit .  
except when a nation has  more  than one station. 
boundary will be determined by whether the station can  best  s e rve  a 
nation, some pa r t  of a nation, o r  a region consisting of severa l  nations. 
This boundary i s  likely to  follow national boundaries, 
Hence, this inner  
9. The advisability of using severa l  stations within 
a l a rge  nation to  lower the combined surface communication and station 
use cost  may be questioned by the telecommunications administrations 
o r  operating companies concerned. Doing so i s  desirable  to  the extent 
that lowering the subscr iber  to  subscr iber  cost  of satell i te communica- 
tion is desirable. 
7 0  
APPENDIX 111-A 
Mathematical Determination of Earth Station Location Having the 
Minimum Total Crow-Flight Circuit Distance to Significant Cities 
To formulate the problem, we le t  be the vector (distance and 
direction, f rom the origin of the coordinate system) to the ea r th  station, 
whose location i s  variable,  and let Vn be s imi la r  vectors  to each of n 
5ignifi.cant cit ies.  
v - vn . The satellite traffic of each such city i s  weighted a s  W , 
this being ei ther  i ts  number of circuits to  the station, o r  i t s  annua? 
traffic in  paid minutes. Letting b denote the total  weighted distance 
to a l l  c i t ies ,  
Thus, the distance f r o m  the station to each city is 
n 
1 
The gradient i s  
At the point of minimum 6 ,  i t s  gradient will  be ze ro  ( i f  the 
minimum occurs  between cit ies),  or the direction of the gradient will 
be indeterminate ( i f  the minimum i s  a t  a heavy-traffic city). 
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PART IV 
THE TRANSITIONAL BOUNDARY - BREAK-EVEN BETWEEN SURFACE 
AND SATELLITE COMMUNICATION 
A. Introduction 
Previous sections have introduced random multiple access  satel-  
l i te communication sys tems,  with which many ear th  stations can inter-  
communicate as flexibly and directly as i f  the satell i te were  an  exchange 
in  orbit .  It has  been shown that the uses and economic aspects  of such 
a system can be clarified by recognizing that each of its ea r th  stations 
is  surrounded by three o r  sometimes four boundaries. The outer (one- 
hop coverage) boundaries were  shown in Part I1 to be geometric func- 
tions of the satellite orbit  system. 
most  boundary, containing the station's subscr ibers ,  and showed the 
importance of considering both subscriber to station communication and 
station use costs.  This concluding section is  concerned with determina- 
tion of the transit ional boundary beyond which satellite c i rcui ts  would be 
preferable  to surface c i rcu i t s ,  
In Part 111 we discussed the inner- 
The locations of these two inner boundaries involve economic 
and geopolitical considerations, as w a s  evident in the preceding section. 
In the case  of the transit ional boundary the economic consideration i s  
the break-even distance between surface and satellite c i rcu i t s ,  since 
the cos t  of one-hop shtellite c i rcui ts  is essentially independent of dis-  
tance., Establishing this break-even distance depends on determining 
the probable cost  of satell i te communication and of applicable surface 
communication. It should be recognized again that the cost  of surface 
communication is best  known to the administrations o r  operating com- 
panie s concerned, while the cos t  of satellite communication cannot be 
establ ished accurately until an operational system has  been defined, and 
perhaps not until it is operating. 
identify the cost factors  of a satellite system and their  dependence on 
such fac tors  as launch probability and life expectancy. 
will  be used strictly for  i l lustrative purposes. 
It i s  possible and useful, however, to 
Cost es t imates  
B. TvDe of Satellite Svstem to be. Considered 
F r o m  a business viewpoint, i t  appears  logical to start random 
multiple access  satellite service with a system which will  cover the 
Atlantic Basin; this would constitute the first s tep  toward a globe- 
encircling system. A single stationary satell i te at o r  near  Z O O  W would 
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be available to  about 90% of the wor ld ' s  telephones. At any reasonably 
ea r ly  date, this should be a spin- stabilized satell i te,  having de- spun 
directive antennas and cer ta in  other fea tures  of the ADVANCED SYNCOM 
design, a s  discussed in P a r t  I. * 
It should be noted that the use  of the ADVANCED SYNCOM will  
be assumed, because i t  cos t s ,  life expectancy, and other  fac tors  a r e  
best known to the wr i te r .  
It is shown subsequently that the cost  of surface communication, 
pe r  circuit  and p e r  w i t  distance, dec reases  with increasing c i rcu i t  
capacity. The pe r  c i rcui t  cost  for a 12-channel sys tem is  considerably 
higher than for  a 600-channel sys tem of the same length. Similarly,  i t  
s e e m s  probable that the per  c i rcui t  satell i te use cost  will  decrease  as 
the channel capacity of satell i tes is increased ,  but the relation between 
satellite capacity and per  c i rcui t  use cos t  is not yet c lear .  This re la-  
tion is clouded by the fact  that sys tem pa rame te r s ,  other than channel 
capacity, a r e  changed as l a rge r  satel l i tes  a r e  designed. F o r  example,  
SYNCOM-I1 and I11 sacrifice some 8 dB of antenna gain, compared with 
ADVANCED SYNCOM's de- spun antenna. Moreover,  designs a r e  related 
to the payload capabili t ies of specific available boosters  such a s  the 
THOR-DELTA, ATLAS-AGENA, ATLAS-CENTAUR, and the future 
SATURN se r i e s .  Until SATURN- s ize  satel l i tes  a r e  designed, incorporat-  
ing Lealurc:s and techniques which may not yet be practicable,  i t  will  
not be known what channel capacity would be provided o r  whether other  
improvements may take pr ior i ty  over additional channels in the use of 
the permissible weight. However, increasing the capacity does - not de- 
c rease  the satellite use cos t  until the additionally available channels a r e  
used; i n  fact, quite the opposite i s  t rue.  
C. Satellite System Use Cost  Components 
Considering that the cos t  of attempting to  launch a replacement 
satell i te is  
tion is  P, and that its life expectancy i s  r y e a r s ,  the annual cos t  of 
satell i te replacement is  C r / P  L., neglecting such complications as in- 
t e r e s t  on this replacement fund. 
C r ,  that the probability of placing i t  on station and i n  opera-  
*e 
The Communication Satellite Corporat ion 's  EARLY BIRD (1965)  sa te l -  
lite will  be m o r e  similar to SYNCOM-111, in that i t  wi l l  have a nea r -  
stationary (slightly inclined) orbi t ,  no de-spun antenna, and no SSB-PM 
random access  capability. 
via multiple FM signals,  between one o r  two North Amer ican  stations 
and a few European stations. 
than the ADVANCED SYNCOM but having randun) ncc.cFjs cacJa1j11il.y. 
The cost  of such a satell i te i s  cur ren t ly  being studied. 
It is to  be used,  with assigned channel a c c e s s  
This may be followed by a satell i te sma l l e r  
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In addition, there  will be an annual cost component Co for  such expenses 
a s  amortization of the initial satellite, providing the channeling and 
supervisory (CSC) service,  management costs ,  sustaining engineering, 
and development of future satell i tes.  These cos ts  a r e  independent of P 
and r. Moreover,  when additional satellites a r e  placed in  serv ice ,  the 
management, development, and engineering cos ts  would be divided among 
them. However, we consider Co to be the cost  per  satell i te in  opera-  
tion. Consequently, the total  annual cost pe r  satell i te in operation 
becomes 
r c = c + -  
S 0 Pr 
It is assumed that this cost  will be allocated among the ea r th  stations in 
proportion to their  use of the satellite. If station K uses  Nk channel 
min /yea r  and the combined use by all m stations i s  expressed  as a 
summation, station K ' s  fraction Fk of the total satell i te use cost  would 
be 
sNk F =  k m 
L N  
1 
Each ca l l  uses  two satell i te channels, one f rom each station. 
t ice,  the station originating a cal l  may be billed fo r  the use  of both 
channels,  but this is immater ia l  t o  this discussion. 
In p rac -  
D. Allocation of Satellite Use Cost Among Its Ea r th  Stations 
It is assumed that this annual satell i te use cost  Cs should be 
allocated equitably among i ts  using ear th  stations. The meaning of this 
equitable allocation depends on whether one considers that the satell i te 
se l l s  c i rcu i t s  o r  whether it sel ls  repeater  bandwidth and that portion of 
i t s  t ransmi t ted  power. 
This divergence of views on equitable allocation was discussed in 
P a r t  I, where i t  was shown that the la i ssez- fa i re  view might be just i -  
fied f o r  paired-station operation but that i t  was incompatible with the 
high degree  of coordination and conformance to  s tandards required in 
any l a r g e  multiple access  system. In addition, it was shown that i t  
should not remain necessary  o r  desirable to distinguish between smal l  
and l a rge  stations by considering small stations to be poor stations 
7 5  
which would need to use  the satell i te l e s s  efficiently than the la rge  s t a -  
tions,and which should therefore  pay more  per  channel because of the i r  
l e s s  efficient use. 
should use fixed high-gain antennas of relatively low cost. 
the system should be designed to  permi t  sat isfactory serv ice  during 
hours  of high sky noise tempera tures .  
expensive nitrogen-cooled pa rame t r i c  amplifier is only slightly l e s s  
efficient than a helium-cooled m a s e r .  
use by large and smal l  stations might be that the fo rmer  would be m o r e  
likely to use assigned channels, in addition t o  their  use of random 
acc e s s . 
Given an  adequate stationary satell i te,  - all stations 
Additionally, 
At such t imes  a relatively in- 
The only difference in satel l i te  
Assuming that a multiple access  sys tem is designed on the bas i s  
of all  stations being good stations,  with all conforming to  the s a m e  
standards and making equally efficient use  of the satel l i te ,  i t  becomes 
equitable to charge all  stations an equal r a t e  pe r  c i rcu i t  (or perhaps p e r  
c i rcui t  minute) for their  u se  of the satel l i te ' s  random access  service.  
Random access  sys tems have another interest ing aspect  which 
may  affect the satell i te use cost ,  v i z . ,  the use  divers i ty  of the satel-  
l i t e ' s  random access  channels. 
repeater  c i rcui t  ( transmitt ing and receiving channels) Consequently, 
the ear th  stations can have equipment and peak capacity to  use  m o r e  
channels than the sa te l l i t e ' s  random access  channel capacity,  because 
their  traffic peaks would not all coincide. 
to total (equipped) station channels has  not yet been determined. Neither 
has it been determined how much it may  cost  to  provide the channel 
allocation and supervisory serv ice  for  this random access  method of 
operation. However, the cost  of this se rv ice  will tend to  cancel the 
channel use diversity advantage, so that the effective cost  p e r  channel 
year would be about the same  as i f  these random access  channels had 
been permanently assigned, Consequently, for  simplicity,  it will be 
assumed that the sa te l l i t e ' s  use  cost  is allocated equally p e r  channel 
among the repea ter  channels used, without distinguishing between ran-  
dom and assigned channel uses .  
Any ea r th  station can use  any idle 
The ra t io  of satel l i te  channels 
E. Satellite Use Cost Es t imates  
The 1963 cost  of launching a satel l i te  with an ATLAS-AGENA 
booster was estimated to  be $8,000,000.  F o r  1964 launches,  NASA 
lowered this estimate to  $7, 200, 000. 
and experience, it s eems  reasonable t o  predict  that  this  cos t  m a y  drop 
to  $6, 750, 000 by the t ime the f i r s t  commerc ia l  satel l i te  of this type 
would be orbited (say by 1967 o r  1968) and that it would r each  $6, 000, 000 
by about 1975. 
before 1975 because of some unpredictably bet ter  and cheaper  means  of 
launching an equal payload, but economic studies should not be based on 
the unpredictable. 
With fu r the r  production economies 
Of course ,  ATLAS-AGENAS probably will be obsolete 
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The cost  of the f i r s t  operational ADVANCED SYNCOM payload 
was estimated a t  $3 ,000 ,  000,  on the assumption that NASA would com-  
plete development and tes t  of i ts  experimental version. After experi-  
ence with the f i r s t  few, this cost  might drop to  $2, 500, 000, and 
eventually to  $2, 000, 000. 
The initial probability of achieving a successful orbi t  has  been 
estimated as P = 0.5.  This seems conservative, because the ATLAS- 
AGENA is rapidly becoming a highly reliable vehicle. The SYNCOMS 
being orbited with THOR-DELTAS are  generating experience and dis-  
pelling the f ea r s  associated with the difficult maneuvers  required to  
achieve a stationary orbit. 
f i r s t  ADVANCED SYNCOMS this probability should reach  0. 7 and 
eventually 0. 9 o r  better.  
After gaining experience f rom orbiting the 
Life expectancy r i s  the most important parameter  for the r e -  
duction of satell i te use cost ,  as  will be seen,  and its importance was 
emphasized by the premature  failure of COURIER, ear ly  troubles with 
RELAY-1, and with both TELSTARS. However, SYNCOM-I1 has ,  at 
the t ime of writing, survived nine months without even a par t ia l  failure.  
Consequently, a s ix  month life now seems a pess imis t ic  es t imate  for 
ear ly  ADVANCED SYNCOMS and i ts  designers a r e  confident that two 
years  is real is t ic .  It is a lso believed that life in excess  of 10 yea r s  
ultimately will be achieved after sufficient experience and effort. 
The effective channel capacity of an ADVANCED SYNCOM would 
depend both upon i ts  growth in use and upon the replacement policy 
established by the sys tem management. It s eems  reasonable to  assume 
that at  f i r s t ,  a single repeater  (1200 channels) would be used, except 
when television i s  being relayed, Soon, two repea ters  would be c a r r y -  
ing traffic other than television, and eventually three repea ters  would 
be used to  increase  the capacity to  3600 channels (1800 duplex voice 
c i rcu i t s ) .  One recognizes,  of course,  that repeater  usage is  re la ted to 
l i fe  expectancy. 
The Co component seems the m o s t  uncertain because the man- 
agement, development, and engineering costs  will depend on decisions 
made  by the Communication Satellite Corporation o r  other o e r a t o r s  of 
satel l i te  communication systems 
a r r i v e s  at  C, = $6,400,000 per  year,  much of which was for amort iza-  
tion of $22, 000, 000 for the f i r s t  satellite assumed to have been orbited 
on the second attempt. 
a r e  incur red  this figure could r i s e  as high as  $9, 000, 000 pe r  year .  
the other  hand, 
ment  and similar costs  a r e  distributed among severa l  operating 
sa t  ell i te  s ~ 
F r o m  the Lenkurt study, P v - 1  one 
If heavy initial development o r  other expenses 
On 
Co could drop to  about $4, 000, 000 after the manage- 
Table IV- 1 summarizes  these satell i te use est imates  under three  
assumptions which a r e  s imilar  to  those used in P a r t  111 for the ear th  
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TABLE IV-1 
Annual Satellite U s e  Es t imates ,  based on the 
ADVANCED SYNCOM 
= C t c /Pr) (c s 0 r 
Class of Est imate  
Applicable Time 
Booster Cost,  $ 
Payload Cost, $ 
C,, $ each launch 
Orbit  Probability, P 
Life Expectancy r ,  yea r s  
C r / P r ,  $ p e r  year ,  av 
Constant Annual Cost 
cos $ 
Total Annual Cost Cs, $ 
Satellite Channels 
Available 
Annual Cost Per 
Available Channel, $ 
Annual Cost Per Station 
sc '  t o  Station Circuit, C $ 
Annual Cost Per Station to  
Station Circui t ,  G F  
P e  s s imis t ic , 
Presen t  
7 .2  x 106 
6 3 x 10 
10.2 x 10 6 




40. 8 x 10 
9.0 x 10 





Realist ic,  
Near  Future  
6. 75 x l o 6  
6 2.5 x 10 
9.25 x 10 
0. 7 
2 .0  
6 6 . 6  x 10 
6 . 4 ~  10 6 
6 




3 3 ,  800 
Opt imi s tic , 
Far Future  
6 x l o 6  
6 2 x  10 
8 x 10 6 
0. 9 
10.0 
6 0.889 x 10 
4 . 0 ~  10 6 
6 4. 89 x 10 
3600 
1, 360 
2,  720 
8, 330 
itation estimates. 
based on today's s ta te  of the a r t .  The "probable" es t imates  s e e m  
better for the period (1967-1968) when such a satellite might enter  
service.  
satel l i tes  a r e  being heavily used, and the 10 year  l ife expectancy has  
been achieved. 
The "pessimistic" estimates a r e  the highest and a r e  
The "optimistic" es t imates  a r e  for  such a t ime as severa l  
This t ime m a y  be around 1975. 
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Remembering that these estimates a r e  only i l lustrative,  Table 
If the orbiting probability IV- 1 leads to  some significant conclusions. 
and life expectancy a r e  low, as  in the pessimist ic  es t imate ,  the cos t  of 
severa l  launches pe r  year  becomes the determining cost ,  even though a 
high Co is assumed. At such a stage a vigorous l ife-improvement pro-  
g ram would be rewarding even though it fur ther  increased  G . 
other hand, after the optimistic conditions have been a t ta ine8  and a l e s s  
expensive payload is launched on an average of once every  nine yea r s  
with a l e s s  expensive booster ,  the annual cost  for  replacement would be 
l e s s  than 20% of the total. 
to  find ways to fur ther  reduce the management and other Co costs.  
On the 
At that time i t  would become m o r e  rewarding 
The annual cost  p e r  available channel showed even grea te r  de- 
c rease  in Table IV-1 only because i t  w a s  assumed that only one of the 
four repea ters  would be available initially, whereas  eventually three  
could be used. 
assume that all channels a r e  used, 
to be used,  each would c a r r y  i t s  fraction of the total annual cost  C s a  
i r respec t ive  of whether one o r  three repea ters  were  available. The 
major  difference is that,  with three spare  repea ters ,  the satell i te 
probably could l a s t  longer. 
It mus t  be remembered that these costs  per  channel 
If only some of the channels were  
Finally, the 30 to  1 spread  shown in costs  p e r  available channel, 
and the probability that l a rge r  satellites may  lower the p-er channel 
cos ts  even m o r e ,  suggests that the break-even distance relative to s u r -  
face  communication m a y  decrease  similarly.  A 17, 000 km satell i te 
c i rcui t  for only $2, 720 pe r  year certainly would appear to be a revolu- 
t ionary bargain! However, the availability of satel l i te  channels has  no 
value until a pa i r  of ear th  stations use these channels for a circui t  be: 
tween them. Hence the ear th  station use  costs  mus t  be added to the 
satel l i te  use cost  in determining the actual cost  of their  circuit. Addi- 
tionally, f rom the subscr iber ' s  viewpoint, there  would be the cost  of 
subscr iber  to station communication at both ends,  plus the possible cost  
of access  to the international o r  intercontinental sys tem such as the 
cos t  associated with dialing m o r e  digits. 
that r a t e s  will be established and that these r a t e s  will determine the 
amount which a subscr iber  actuallypays for  making a call.  It is a s -  
sumed that this ra te  will be related to the average cost  f rom 
subscr iber  to subscr iber .  
-
It is recognized, of course ,  
F. How the P i e  and i ts  Slices May Change 
At this point it is interesting to  examine pie-diagrams of sub- 
s c r i b e r  t o  subscr iber  costs ,  to  see how the relative importance of these 
cos t  components may change with progress  f r o m  the pessimist ic  to 
optimistic conditions under the following additional assumptions. 
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1. Seventy-five percent  of the satel l i te ' s  available channels a r e  
used 50,000 min/year each. 
2. At each end of the circuit  the average station to subscr iber  
distance is that for the hypothetical nation ( P a r t  III), o r  390 km, and the 
surface cost  is 0. 883 x 10-3 GF/km-min, hence 0.688 GF/min, o r  
$0. 225/rnin for the surface circui ts  f rom both stations.  
3 .  The access  cost  component i s  $0. 175/min. This i s  s t r ic t ly  
an estimate dictated by convenience, since it brings the combined s u r -  
face communication and access  cost  to $0. 40/min. 
4. Both ear th  stations use  20 satell i te channels. 
assumption is an oversimplification because the traffic f rom the hypo- 
thetical nation probably would change drast ical ly  with the conditions 
assumed. 
so  greatly that the hypothetical nation could use four stations,  each 
c loser  to i ts  subscr ibers ,  and thus cut in half i t s  surface communication 
cost  per  circuit .  
Note that this 
F o r  example,  the low costs  might st imulate traffic growth 
On the basis  of these assumptions,  F i g .  I V - 1  shows the total 
cos ts  for the three  conditions by the relative a r e a s  of three p ies ,  with 
the sl ices showing the cost  distribution for each condition. 
pessimist ic  condition, the cost  for 3 min  would be 32. 15 GF, o r  $10. 50. 
Recognizing that the present  U. S. r a t e  for cal ls  to  Europe and many 
other overseas locations is $12. 00 for 3 min,  satel l i te  communication 
might be only marginal ly  a t t ract ive under these conditions. Moreover ,  
until the satell i te use built up toward the assumed 450 duplex c i rcu i t s  
(75% capacity of the one repea ter )  the sys tem might have to operate  at  
a loss .  Also, since such a l a rge  fraction of the cost  i s  for  satel l i te  use ,  
i t  would be relatively l e s s  important whether the surface communication 
and ear th  station use costs  were  properly related to  each other.  
F o r  the 
Turning to the optimistic fa r  -future assumptions,  the calculated 
cost  f o r  3 min is only $2. 38, which is  comparable to the U .  S. t r a n s -  
continental day r a t e  of $2. 25. Good circui ts  at  r a t e s  even close to this  
cost ,  from England t c  Austral ia ,  F r a n c e  to  Tahiti,  o r  even f r o m  Iceland 
to  Antarctica, could be a revolutionary stimulus to  global communica- 
tion. Perhaps m o r e  important,  satel l i te  communication would be useful 
within South America,  Africa,  probably within Austral ia ,  and cer ta inly 
between East and West Pakistan.  
The 9. 1% satell i te use cost  for the optimistic o r  f a r - fu tu re  con- 
ditions suggests that a t  such a t ime,  bet ter  satel l i tes  should take m o r e  
of the system burden f rom the ear th  s ta t ions,  so that sma l l e r  and l e s s  
expensive stations could se rve  even sma l l e r  a r eas .  
satell i te use cost might thus permi t  a g rea t e r  dec rease  in the station 
use and surface communication cos ts  and thus minimize the over-al l  
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circuit  costs ,  thus bringing satell i te communication to st i l l  m o r e  u s e r s ,  
bringing it c loser  to i ts  p r io r  u s e r s  and making it competitive with s u r -  
face circuits at shor te r  distances.  
G. The Break-Even with Surface Communication 
It has  been observed previously that the leas t  expensive fo rm of 
communication generally will be used,  assuming that it is satisfactory.  
To date, H F  radio circui ts  often have been the only economic means  of 
communication for  light traffic and long distances,  but such circui ts  m a y  
not be available every  day o r  at all hours .  
tortion, and fading often impede the flow of conversation. 
with wire,  microwave relay,  o r  satell i te c i rcui ts ,  H F  radio circui ts  a r e  
- not satisfactory.  They would generally not be used i f  good c i rcu i t s  were  
available at reasonably higher cost .  
even relations between satell i te and H F  radio circui ts .  
Interference,  multipath dis-  
Compared 
Hence, we need not consider break-  
Considering the better forms  of surface communication, whether 
a l ready in existence o r  not, the applicable cost  as a function of distance 
and direction will be best  known to  the telecommunications adminis t ra-  
tion or  operating company concerned. 
some generalizations and i l lustrative cos t  relations will help to c la r i fy  
the factors to be considered in  determining the break-even point relative 
to satellite communication. 
Lacking specific information, 
For simplicity, it  can be assumed that a nation's satell i te ea r th  
station and i ts  CT3 switching center  ( thepoint of access  t o  the in te r -  
national and intercontinental surface communication sys t em)  a r e  both 
centrally located. Consequently, the ai r l ine distance between C T 3 ' s  
and between corresponding ear th  stations will be essent ia l ly  the same .  
In cases  where the distance between subsc r ibe r s ,  o r  between their  
C T 3 ' s  is significantly l e s s  than between their  ear th  stations,  the 
chances are that these distances a lso a r e  considerably l e s s  than the 
break-even distances.  
It is necessary  to  recognize a distinction between existing su r face  
communication facilities and new facil i t ies.  Existing facil i t ies continue 
to  be used as long a s  they a r e  sat isfactory and do not requi re  excessive 
maintenance. F o r  example, the f i r s t  successfu l  t ransat lant ic  submarine 
cable was used for 100 years  - long af te r  bet ter  cables  w e r e  laid. It is 
difficult to compete with an old but sa t i s fac tory  facil i ty,  especially if it 
has paid back all o r  mos t  of i ts  investment cost .  The new facility gen- 
eral ly  ca r r i e s  the additional traffic,  without taking traffic away f r o m  
the old one. The cost  of using any existing faci l i t ies  general ly  is known, 
but such facilities may  be lacking, fully loaded, or  otherwise inadequate; 
our attention can better be directed toward the probable cos t  of new s u r -  
face  communication facilities. Even with new faci l i t ies ,  there  a r e  com- 
plications in determining the break-even distance,  and one of these is 
the probable inequality of the traffic volumes to  be considered. 
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As is shown in P a r t  IV-H, the cost  pe r  unit distance decreases  
with increasing traffic volume over a surface system. Thin-route sys -  
t ems ,  with l e s s  than 30 c i rcui ts ,  may cost  up to  100 t imes m o r e  p e r  
circuit  kilometer than microwave relay o r  coaxial c a r r i e r  sys tems which 
c a r r y  thousands of circuits.  F o r  this reason,  the pract ice  i s  t o  route 
surface communication systems in such a way a s  to  collect and c a r r y  
heavy traffic. To the extent possible, surface communication sys tems 
a r e  planned along routes which will connect heavy-traffic regions and 
pass  through la rge  ci t ies  and other heavy-traffic regions,  dropping and 
picking up additional traffic, much like a ra i l road  route. This aspect 
of surface routing is i l lustrated conceptually in Fig.  IV-2.  Inter-  
continental surface communication routing pract ices  a l so  take cogni- 
zance of the importance of concentrating traffic,  as  shown in F i g .  
IV-3. 
between any two points A and B with the cost  via surface communication, 
one must  recognize that the surface system may  have the advantage of 
car ry ing  m o r e  traffic than just that between A and B; however, the 
length of this surface route also will be grea te r  than the air l ine distance 
between A and B. 
Hence, in trying to compare the cost  of satell i te communication 
In addition, there  a r e  noneconomic considerations,  such as the 
probability of grea te r  switching and queuing delays in obtaining surface 
circui ts  over long distances and the possibility of surface serv ice  being 
interrupted through some intervening nation. Only the administrations 
concerned can evaluate the additional worth of the direct  up and down 
c i rcu i t s  obtainable via  a satell i te system. Also, f rom a prac t ica l  
standpoint, mos t  a r e a s  of the world do not yet have enough telephones 
and enough potential intracontinental traffic to  support high-capacity 
su r face  systems.  There may be only one o r  two main  routes,  which 
may  be indirect  o r  even inaccessible to  the two points being considered, 
In addition, some of these main routes a r e  still only in the planning 
stage. 
In comparing satell i te circuits with surface circui ts  in  order  to 
obtain a break-even distance on a basis of equal cost ,  the satell i te c i r -  
cuit cos t  should include the use  cost of both ear th  stations,  plus the use 
cost  of the satellite. 
taken a s  that between the two national switching centers  { CT3 ' s ) ,  
assuming that these and the ear th  stations a r e  centrally located relative 
to the nation (or  other a r e a )  which they serve.  
the average cost  of surface communication between subscr ibers  and 
their  ear th  stations would be about the same  as between subscr ibers  and 
their  C T 3 ' s ;  these subscr iber  circuit  costs  thus need not be included. 
The corresponding surface circui t  cost  may  be 
Under this  assumption, 
Another interesting point to be remembered  is that the satell i te 
c i rcu i t  cost ,  under the assumptions being used, does not depend on the 
number of c i rcui ts  used between a p a i r  of stations. It will depend only 
on the satell i te c i rcui t  capacit ies of the two ear th  stations. In addition, 
-
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Fig.  I V - 3 .  The CCITT plan for collecting and distributing intercontinental 
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the satellite use  cost  pe r  c i rcui t  has been assumed to  be the same  f o r  
all stations. 
toward a minimum of T1, its p e r  c i rcui t  cost  component, with an in- 
c r e a s e  in i ts  number of satell i te c i rcui ts .  
higher use cost  p e r  c i rcui t  because its no-circuit  cost  component To 
must  be shared  among fewer ci rcui ts .  
between a small  station and a la rge  one, the la t te r  will contribute a 
relatively low use cost  and the small  station will contribute a l a rge r  use  
cost. 
l a rge  and would be grea te r  i f  both were  equally small .  
can concentrate on the case  of equal capacity stations,  letting their  c i r -  
cuit capacity vary  f rom small to  large.  
As shown in P a r t  111, ear th  station use  cost  decreases  
The smal l  station has  a 
Hence, for  a satell i te c i rcui t  
The total c i rcui t  cost  would be l e s s  i f  both stations were  equally 
Therefore ,  one 
It should also be recognized that the cost  of surface communica- 
tion between two C T 3 ' s  may  not be determined solely by their  t r a f f i c  
with each other and by the i r  airl ine separation f r o m  each other ,  unless 
they a r e  to  be joined by a submarine cable. 
t em which would be used would be one which also c a r r i e d  traffic to  and 
f rom intermediate and m o r e  distant points and which followed some 
longer route which would link cer ta in  l a rge  cit ies.  
not consider just the traffic between two points as  being c a r r i e d  ei ther  
by satell i tes or  by a surface sys tem alone. 
In general ,  the surface sys-  
One generally should 
H. Surface Communication Circuit  Costs 
Figure IV-4 shows, for i l lustrative purposes  only, the compara-  
tive annual cost  pe r  c i rcui t  mi le  versus  number of telephone circui ts  fo r  
AT &t T (U. S. ) sys tems,  as of 1957. IV-2  
t rend line is 
The equation of the s t ra ight  
$/c ir  c uit mil e 
GF/Ckt k m  
-0.  706 C = 380 X 
= 722 X -0. 706 
Subsequent information 1V-3 indicates that  the cost  of cer ta in  
typical systems has increased  approximately in proportion to  the gen- 
e r a l  inflation of costs  which has  occurred  since 1957. The additional 
cost  of terminal equipment required f o r  the sys t em considered (i. e . ,  
for the ca r r i e r  mul.tiplexing and demultiplexing equipment, but neglecting 
the subscr iber ' s  loop and such of i t s  cen t ra l  office equipment as  would 
be required with any long distance sys tem)  i s  negligible for voice- 
frequency sys tems,  and only about $380 p e r  c i rcu i t  year  for both t e r m i -  
nals of high-capacity c a r r i e r  o r  microwave re lay  sys t ems .  Thus,  if 
such systems a r e  m o r e  than 380 mi les  long, these te rmina l  costs  in- 
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Note that Fig.  I V - 4  does not include t ropsspheric  sca t te r  sys-  
The former  a r e  attractive for thin routes  tems  o r  submarine cables. 
and for crossing difficult t e r r a in  in relatively long hops. 
of tropospheric propagation has a marked  effect on the cost  pe r  c i rcui t  
mile.  
badly at bad hours of bad days,  the cost  per  c i rcui t  mi lc  can be lower 
than for other sys tems of comparable capacity. If, h o w ; - e r ,  a chain 
of troposcatter link must  f o r m  a pa r t  of a long international sys tem and 
must  meet the CCIR noise recommendations for such sys tems during 
any hour of the year ,  the links require m o r e  t ransmi t te r  power,  antenna 
gain, diversity, e t c . ,  and the cost  per  c i rcui t  mile  tends to become 
higher than for  other sys tems of equal c i rcui t  capacity. 
The variability 
If the application pe rmi t s  the circui ts  to be noisy and to fade 
Submarine telephone cables a r e  achieving relatively high circui t  
capacities and their  cost  pe r  c i rcui t  mi le  is taking a downward t rend  
s imilar  to the t rend  line of F i g .  I V - 4 .  The TAT-3 cable,  recently 
placed in operation, provides 128 channels (without using TASI) and is 
estimated to cost  about $20 pe r  c i rcui t  mi le  pe r  year ,  assuming that all 
circui ts  a r e  used. A 720 circui t  t ransis tor ized cable a l so  has  been 
proposed and i t s  annual cost  might be about $6 pe r  c i rcui t  mi le  when 
fully used. It should be noted that i f  these two points were  plotted on 
F i g .  I V - 2  they would be in keeping with the cost  of land cable sys tems 
fo r  the same number of c i rcui ts  and would be only about 60% above the 
t rend  line. 
Recognizing that this t rend l ine probably has  r i s en  since 1957, 
it can  be seen that submarine cable c i rcui t  cos ts ,  for sys tems of equal 
capacity, a r e  ve ry  l i t t le different f rom those of land circui ts .  
contrary to  a popular belief, satell i te communication i s  not inherently 
m o r e  competitive ac ross  oceans than ac ross  land. 
ence is that land sys tems generally have higher c i rcui t  capacit ies than 
have been needed with submarine cables.  
Thus, 
The p r i m a r y  differ-  
I. Some Break-Even Examples 
We f i r s t  consider a pa i r  of ear th  stations A and B, each of which 
has the same satell i te c i rcui t  capacity of X c i rcu i t s .  Each may  use  as 
many of these X circui ts  to other stations as  m a y  be needed. 
ber  of circuits used between stations A and B is immater ia l  and can be 
any number not exceeding X. As explained in P a r t  111, the annual u se  




Adding this  use  cost  for  both stations to the cost  fo r  u se  of a satell i te 
c i rcui t  Csc/K, where K is the fraction of the satel l i te ' s  c i rcui ts  which 
a r e  used, 
F o r  example, using the near-future values assumed for To and 
T1 (Table 111-1), and for  the satell i te circuit  use cost  Csc (from Table 
IV-1) and assuming that only half of the satel l i te ' s  1200 available c i rcui ts  
a r e  in use ,  the annual cost  of c i rcui t  between stations A and B would be 
11, 040 
'AB = 2 (150, X Oo0 t 7000) t 0 . 5  
- 300' O o 0  t 36, 080 in dol lars .  
X 
F igures  IV-5, IV-6,  and IV-7 i l lustrate  break-even t rends  be- 
tween satell i te and surface communication. In each, the family of 
diagonal l ines a r e  surface sys tem cost t rend l ines for the distances 
shown, obtained f rom the t rend  line of Fig. IV-4. The superimposed 
curves show satell i te c i rcui t  cos ts  between ear th  stations of c i rcui t  
capacity shown bythe abscissa ,  with other conditions as shown. Thus, 
on determining the cost  of any particular satell i te c i rcu i t  f r o m  the ordi-  
nate sca le ,  this cost applies for  any distance between stations,  f rom 0 
to 17,000 km, 
face sys t em of known length but unknown number of c i rcui ts ,  o r  to  one 
of a known number of c i rcui ts  but of a length to  be determined. Thus, 
a satel l i te  c i rcui t  of known annual cost would "break even" with a re la -  
tively long surface sys tem of high circuit capacity, o r  with a relatively 
shor t  thin-route surface system, as can be seen. 
The same cost  would apply to the t rend  curve for  a s u r -  
F igure  IV-5 shows satell i te c i rcui t  costs  for  four conditions as 
labeled; each assumes  that the satellite and ear th  station circui t  capaci- 
t i e s  a r e  fully used. Considering the lower three  curves  and circui t  cost  
of $30,000 (92,000 GF) p e r  yea r ,  it can be seen  that stations with large 
s teerab le  antennas would need about 400 circui ts  each. F o r  the c o r r e -  
sponding case  with fixed antennas (the stationary-probable curve)  only 
about 60 circui ts  pe r  station would be required.  F o r  the optimistic or 
f a r - fu tu re  conditions, this same circuit cost  would be obtained with only 
four  c i rcu i t s  pe r  station, but the circuit cost  could be cut in half by 
using 50 circui t  stations. F o r  surface sys tem t rends ,  this $30, 000 a 
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F i g .  IV-5 .  Comparison of surface and satell i te c i rcui t  cos ts ,  for  assump-  
t ions shown, with full use of satell i te and ea r th  station c i rcu i t s .  
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It should be recognized, however, that the surface circui t  costs  
indicated by the diagonal t rend lines a r e  questionable for severa l  r ea -  
sons,  some of which were discussed in connection with Fig. IV-4. 
They s e e m  part icular ly  questionable for  few circui ts  over long distances.  
In par t icu lar ,  type N or ON c a r r i e r  cable sys tems would not be sa t i s -  
fac tory  over routes longer than a few hundred miles .  Similarly,  open 
wire  o r  cable voice frequency circuits would require  the use  of repeat-  
e r s ,  and the cost  of these does not s eem to  have been included in the 
cu rves  of F i g .  IV-4. Finally, the length of the surface route would 
exceed the distance between ear th  stations by a factor of roughly 1.5;  a 
2000 m i l e  satell i te hop corresponds t o  about 3000 mi les  via  l e s s  direct  
su r f ace  circui ts .  
year  p e r  c i rcui t  would apply to  a 10 circui t  sys tem only 400 mi les  
(640 km) long, to a 60 c i rcui t  sys tem 1400 mi les  (2250 km) long or to  a 
600 c i rcui t  sys tem nearly 7000 mi les  (1 1, 000 km)  long. 
The top curve,  labeled ' 'poor" ( smal le r  antenna stations) was 
calculated on the assumption that small stations be permit ted to use 
smal le r  s teerable  antennas, with the satell i te compensating for  this r e -  
duction of ear th  antenna gain by carrying fewer channels pe r  repeater .  
Specifically, it was assumed that the satell i te capacity would be reduced 
f rom 600 to  120 circui ts  per  repeater ,  thus rais ing the "probable" 
satell i te use cost  f r o m  $1 1,040 to  $55,200 (33,800 to  169,000 G F )  pe r  
c i rcui t  year .  
stations with small  s teerable  antennas would be 
T1 = $7, 000 p e r  c i rcui t ,  the same as  the probable components for s ta-  
tions with la rge  fixed antennas. This assumption seems  overly favor- 
able, in that two 30-ft s teerable  antennas with all their  associated drive 
and tracking equipment certainly would cost  considerably m o r e  than the 
one fixed antenna. However, use  of the same  values of To and T I  
facil i tates comparison. This curve intersects  the curve for stations 
with l a r g e  s teerable  antennas a t  about $78 ,000  pe r  c i rcui t  year  when 
both have about 39 circui ts  per  station. 
be advantageous only with fewer than 39 circui ts ,  for which the cost  
would exceed $78,000 p e r  c i rcui t  year. 
respond to  the circui t  year  cost  of a 10 ci rcui t  surface sys tem slightly 
m o r e  than 1000 mi les  (1600 km)  long, or to that for a 150 circui t  surface 
sys tem nearly 6000 mi les  (9600 km)  long. Clearly,  under the conditions 
assumed,  stations with small  steerable antennas would be "poor" com- 
pet i tors  to surface systems! 
It was also assumed that the cost  components for these 
To = $150, 000 and 
Thus the llpoor'' s tations would 
This c rossover  cost  would co r -  
Subject to  these reservations concerning the validity of the family 
of diagonal t rend  l ines ,  another significant observation f rom Fig.  IV-5 
is that as the number of c i rcui ts  per ear th  station dec reases ,  the satel-  
l i te c i rcu i t  cost  curves  attain a slope equal to that of the surface sys tem 
t r end  l ines .  F o r  fewer than a given number of c i rcui ts  a t r end  line for 
a given sur face  sys tem length coincides (or nearly coincides) with each 
9 3  
satellite c i rcui t  cost  curve. 
"equal capacity break-even. ' I  F o r  the stationzry-probable curve,  it is 
seen  that the break-even occurs  for eight or  fewer c i rcui ts  and a s u r -  
face route distance of about 700 mi l e s  (1120 km). 
curve,  this break-even is at about 300 mi les  (480 km) for five o r  fewer  
circuits.  However, i f  both stations must  use s teerable  antenna sys tems,  
the nonstationary-probable curve shows that this equal capacity break-  
even occurs at  about 1800 mi les  (2900 km) and with l e s s  than about 60 
circuits.  Although this equal capacity break-even appears  useful fo r  
system comparisons,  the costs  p e r  circuit  year  become excessive in 
this region. 
lower the circui t  costs.  
This coincidence relation is t e rmed  the 
F o r  the optimistic 
It would be preferable  to  use m o r e  circui ts  p e r  station to  
Figure IV-5 i s  optimistic in that i t  assumes  full use of all satel-  
l i te repeater channels and all ear th  station circui ts  to the satell i te.  Full  
use would not be the normal situation o r  even an entirely desirable  one. 
If the satellite channels were  fully used, system growth would be halted 
until more  or l a rge r  satell i tes were  provided. Ea r th  stations m a y  have 
l e s s  need for r e se rve  circui t  capacity because i t  should be possible for 
them to add circui ts ,  a few a t  a t ime,  a s  they a r e  needed. In any case ,  
one should examine the effects of making fractional use of satel l i te  and 
ear th  station circui t  capacit ies.  
Figures  IV-6 and I V - 7  show the extent to  which par t ia l  use  of 
satell i te and ear th  station c,ircuit capacity may increase  satell i te c i rcui t  
costs  and impair  the break-even with surface communication. 
IV-6  applies to the probable o r  near-future  cost  assumptions.  
obvious that use  of only half the available c i rcui ts  of the satell i te and of 
both ear th  stations resu l t s  in doubling the break-even distance relative 
to  surface sys tems of given c i rcu i t  capacity. If only half of the satel-  
l i t e ' s  1200 available c i rcui ts  a r e  used by all stations collectively, the 
600 u s e d m u s t  also c a r r y  the additional cost  of the 600 idle c i rcu i t s ,  
thus increasing the annual cost  pe r  c i rcui t  used by $11,040 to $22,080 
(33, 800 to 67 ,  600 G F ) .  One notes that for ve ry  small stations having a 
high use  cost  p e r  c i rcui t ,  this increase  is relatively slight. F o r  l a rge  
stations,  however, it  increases  the cost  a s  much a s  43%. The remain-  
ing curve,  for half use of stations with the satell i te used to  i t s  capacity,  
shows that the small stations can least  afford to be equipped f o r  m o r e  
circui ts  than they need. 
F igure  
It i s  
Figure I V - 7  applies to the optimistic fa r - fu ture  cost  assumptions 
and te l ls  a s imi la r  s tory,  except f u r  one interest ing difference. The pie 
diagrams of Fig. IV- 1, together with Table I V -  1 ,  show that the satel l i te  
use cost  per available c i rcui t  should become relatively low. 
quently, i t  would become m o r e  important fo r  stations not to over- instal l  
equipment for  c i rcui ts  not yet needed. 
half capacity, however, with relatively l i t t le  increase  in total  cost  pe r  
c i rcui t ;  this would be especially t rue  between smal l  stations.  
Conse- 
The satell i te could operate  a t  
In fac t ,  
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the use of only 20% of the satel l i te ' s  circuits would increase  the cost  
about the same as i f  the two stations each had 150 circui ts  when they 
needed only 75. 
The penalties on par t ia l  use of surface communication sys tems 
should a l so  be considered. Their total use  cost  also must  be distributed 
over the circui ts  used, not over their  available c i rcui ts .  Considering 
only the available c i rcui ts  and assuming that all o r  some fixed fract ion 
a r e  used, the available c i rcui t  capacity of any given type of sur face  sys-  
tem can be var ied considerably and the cost  pe r  c i rcui t  will decrease  as 
the capacity is increased. 
capacity was shown by the individual curves for specific sys tems in 
Fig.  IV-4. 
for this capacity variation. 
This variation in  c i rcui t  cost  with ci rcui t  
The t rend  line in this figure tends to  allow (approximately) 
Whenever possible, instead of the t rend  l ines ,  it i s  better t o  use 
the cost  versus  distance and number of c i rcui ts  curve family for the 
type of surface sys tem which would be in competition with a s ta t ion 's  
satell i te circuits.  This surface system would be used to  points inside 
of the s ta t ion is  transit ional boundary. The example i l lustrated in Fig. 
IV-8 a s sumes  that this surface system is a thin-route systems such as 
voice-frequency open wire  l ines ,  and that i ts  cost  p e r  mile  is twice that 
given by the open wire  curve of Fig. IV-4. The cost  has been doubled, 
par t ly  because these values f rom F i g .  IV-4 seem lower than those ex- 
per ienced in pract ice ,  par t ly  to allow for  using repea ters  on these long 
c i rcu i t s ,  and par t ly  to allow for the route distance being longer than the 
air l ine distance. 
The curves for satell i te circuits in Fig. IV-8 assume full use of 
satel l i te  and ear th  station circui t  capacities under the probable near -  
future  cos t  assumptions, The upper satel l i te  c i rcui t  curve applies when 
both ea r th  stations a r e  of equal size. 
c lose to  that for the surface system covering 350 airl ine mi les  (560 km). 
One notes that this curve l ies  very 
The lower satell i te c i rcui t  curve in Fig.  IV-8 applies when one 
ea r th  station i s  a l a rge  150 circui t  station and the second i s  a small 
station having the number of circuits shown by the abscissa .  The la rge  
station has  an annual use  cost  of $8, 000 pe r  circuit ,  only $1000 grea te r  
than the minimum 
Consequently, a satell i te circuit  between these stations costs  only 
T1 = $7, 000 of an infinitely la rge  capacity station. 
[(q -t. 7) t 11-04  t (:;: - t 7)] x 10 3 dollars 
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Clearly,  f rom this curve,  i t  costs  l e s s  for the very  small  station to  talk 
to  a la rge  one than to an equally small  station. 
F r o m  the upper curve of Fig. IV-8, one notes that a c i rcui t  be- 
tween a pa i r  of stations,  each having a 20-circuit  capacity, costs  
$40,000 p e r  year.  
stations i s ,  of course,  immater ia l .  The dashed $40, 000 l ine intersects  
the surface system cos t  curves  a t  various numbers  of surface circui ts ,  
for example, 10 c i rcui ts  for 250 miles.  
a point for  a break-even curve; this curve i s  shown in Fig.  IV-9. 
companion curve,  for c i rcui ts  to  a 150 circui t  station a t  a cost  of 
$ 3 3 ,  500 pe r  year ,  was plotted similarly.  
The destination of other c i rcui ts  f rom these two 
Each such intersect ion provides 
The 
J. Conclusions 
The cost  of a surface communication circui t  is proportional to 
distance but decreases  rapidly with the number of c i rcui ts  required as  
was shown in Fig. IV-4.  These character is t ics  have influenced today's 
c i rcui t  routing prac t ices ,  favoring the use of heavy trunks.  Multiple 
access  satell i te communication promises  to be revolutionary because 
the cost  of a one-hop satell i te circuit  i s  independent of the distance and 
of the number of c i rcui ts  needed between any pa i r  of ear th  stations. A 
station's use  cost  pe r  c i rcui t  depends only on i ts  number of satell i te 
c i rcu i t s  and not on the circui t  destinations. Thus, there  will be a break- 
even (equal cos t )  relation between satellite and surface communication 
which, for any given satell i te circuit  cost ,  will be determined by the 
length and traffic volume of the surface communication system. 
IV-5  to  IV-9  showed that with a random access  satell i te sys tem of the 
type assumed,  i. e . ,  one with a highly stationary high capacity satell i te 
being used by many inexpensive (fixed- antenna) ea r th  stations,  the 
break-even distance relative to  thin-route surface sys tems can become 
l e s s  than 1000 km. In relation to  high capacity surface sys tems,  how- 
ever ,  the break-even may occur a t  much grea te r  dis tances ,  exceeding 
the grea tes t  distances within Western Europe o r  the United States.  
assuming that the satell i te i s  efficiently loaded by the combined traffic 
of the many ear th  stations of a multiple access  system, satell i te com- 
munication should be of great  use within those continents o r  la rge  na- 
tions which do not have extensive high capacity surface sys tems.  
F igures  
Thus,  
The utility of multiple access satell i te communication increases  
with the number of stations in the system, because each station then has  
a choice among m o r e  stations, one of which is c loser  t o  the subscr iber  
to  be called. 
These must  have near ly  a s  low use cost  p e r  c i rcui t  a s  the la rges t  s ta -  
t ions and must  use  the satell i te efficiently in o rde r  to enjoy the same 
satel l i te  use  cost  pe r  c i rcui t  as the la rge  stations. 
economic minimum circui t  capacity depends on reduction of the station's 
Thus, relatively small  light traffic stations a r e  needed. 
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F i g .  I V - 9 .  Break-even distances relative to a t h i n - r o u t e  surface s y s t e m .  
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no circuit" cost  component To, whereas efficient u se  of the satell i te 
prohibits reducing the antenna s ize  (gain) a s  a means  of reducing To. 
Consequently, l a rge  aper ture  fixed antennas must  be used,  as will be 
possible with an accurately stationary satellite. Demonstration of p r e -  
cision station keeping is  needed to  dispel present  skepticism toward the 
installation of fixed antennas. 
NASA's Advanced Technology Satellite P rogram.  
1 1  
Such a demonstration may  be provided by 
In addition, the realization of this multistation, multiple access  
satell i te communication system, with greatest  d i rec t  u se  to the grea tes t  
number of nations, will require  further development and comparative 
t e s t  of laboratory simulations of several  possible sys tems.  
the realization of such a sys tem at an ear ly  date may  depend even m o r e  
upon the degree of interest  and activity displayed by the telecommunica- 
tion administrations of those nations which must  st i l l  depend on H F  
radio circui ts  for  long-haul communication. 
tional conditions should first be made, using methods such as  have been 
developed in this paper .  These studies will help to  c la r i fy  the potential 
advantages and possible l imitations of multiple access  satell i te com- 
munication relative to  national needs. It is believed that these studies 
will show that multiple access  satellite communication i s  urgently 
needed, that it can revolutionize international and intercontinental com- 
munication, and permi t  mos t  nations to take a giant s tep toward 
strengthening their  bonds with the res t  of the woild.  More specifically,  
such studies m a y  lead  to  revision of a nation's forecas ts  of long-haul 
communication requirements ,  recognizing that the CCITT PLAN Com- 
mit tee  forecas ts  were  constrained to continued use of sur face  commu- 
nication techniques and pract ices .  
their  des i r e  to  use  satell i te communication, and their  ability t o  pay f o r  
i t s  use.  
However, 
Studies applicable to  na- 
These nations then must  make known 
Random access  satell i te communication should be of grea tes t  
importance to  a r e a s  of the world which sti l l  mus t  use  H F  radio o r  ex- 
pensive thin-route surface sys tems.  In such a r e a s  stations will have 
small transit ional boundaries and use satel l i te  c i rcui ts  to span shor te r  
dis tances  than would be the case  in Western Europe or  the United States.  
It thus seems  probable to the wr i te r  that the collective traffic of many 
such s ta t ions would soon exceed the heavy North Atlantic traffic in  its 
importance to  opera tors  of satellites. Today, however, revenue f rom 
this  North Atlantic traffic s eems  certain and quickly available, whereas  
the re  is  not yet any definite demand for this random access  serv ice ,  nor 
even any aggressive interest  in it by those whom i t  should benefit the 
most .  
sa te l l i t es  andinvest in orbiting them a r e  likely to  be guided by present  
t r a f f i c  forecas ts  and concentrate on providing North Atlantic t runk 
se rv ice  between p a i r s  of l a rge  ear th  stations. 
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